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ACADEMIC ACHIEVEMENT

479 BADAMI H D, BADAMI C H: Family adjustment in relation to
school achievement, sex and socio-economic status. Journal of
the Gujarat Research Society 1972, 34(1/133), 1 -7, 15 ref.

The family adjustment in relation to cchool achievement, sox
and socio-ececomic status among 50 high and 50 low achievers
of equal number of both sexes studying in four secondary schools
in Ahmedabad was determined by administering a family adjustment
invontory.and a socio-economic scale developed respectively by
Badami H D and Kuppuswami,, The differences in the family
adjustment was studied through the analysis of variance technique.
The results are: 1) the level of family adjustment between the
high achievers and low achievers differs significantly at
.01 level,. the high achievers being better adjusted in their
families than the low achievers; 2) the degree of family
adjustment differs at .01 level among the students coming from
various socio-economic status; the students of high and low
socio-economic status wore comparatively bettor adjusted in their
families than those.of intermediate socio-economic status; and
3) the amount of family adjustment of the male stud6ats differs
significantly at .01 level from that of female students, the
male students being poorly adjusted than the .female students.

480 MUMMY= B N: Multivariate relationships among measures
of achievement motive and achievement values. Indian Journal
of Psychology 1972, 47(3), 293-317. 87 ref.

Presents the results crithe canonical correlation between
projective measures of achievement motive (u-Ach) and achievement
values (v-Ach). In addltion, the canonical relationship between
a semlorojective.test of n-Ach and v-Jch has'also boon reported.
A homogeneous group of /00 high school girl students were
administered the:following tests: 1) Bendig's Achievement
Motivation 4iestitnnaiilel 2) Murray's n-Ach Questionnaire; 3) French's

Test of Insight; 4) Mukherjoe's Sentences Bleak;
5) MUknerjee's Sentence Completion Test; 6) Myers' Personal
Values Inventory; 7) Thematic Appercepticn Test, The data were
processed and product-mom ent correlations were computed



between each pair of variables. The intor- corrolaticn matrix
for the four V Lich measures-and five scales of incomplete
sentence blank (ISB) were subjected to the technique of canonical
correlation, The study gives support to the hypothesis that
there is little association between the projective measures of
need achievement and self report measures of v -1.ch, An

explanation of the absence of relationship between n hch and
v Ach measures not only lies in the low reliability of projective
measures of n-Ach but also in the conception of achievement
motive as a hypothetical variable similar to the concepts of
need or drive,

481 . REENAt KINSIL M R: Some characteristics of low achievers
as rated by their drants. Qiest in Education 1972, 9(4),
206-13, 6 ref,

The ratings by parents or 75 low achievers (35 boys and 40 girls)
of IX class selected on the basis of house examination marks
from the high schools of Patiala City, were recorded an a modified
form of Parkym's Rating Scale. This five point Scale was used to
obtain information regarding the physical, moral, social, cnotiena
and intellectual characteristics, and socio-economic baclurround
and interestg of the sample selected. The findings are as follows:
The parents rated that: 1) the low achievers (boys) were below
average in physical, social, moral, emotional characteristics andin
intellectual traits; 2) girls (low achievers) were (1) above
average in physical, social and moral characteristics,
(ii) average in emotional characteristic and (iii) below average
in intellectual traits; 3) both boys and girls were below'
average socially and economically; 4) *dills were less interested
than boys in school subjects, cinema, radio and othar_hobbies,

.482 SETO N NI, PR /TAR 5: Study of the academic performance,
intelligence and aptitude of engineering students, Education

and Psychology Review 1971, 11(4), 3-10, 4 ref,

For success in any educational field and later in one's job,
it is believed. that a happy combination of general intelligence
and an aptitude for the particular field is essential, Tests

of Intelligoace (0173) and Engineering Aptitude (Mechanical
reasoning and space .relations) wore administered to 60 final

year engineering students of each of the three branches -
civil, mechanical and elearical. Marks of those students for
high,school:and intermediate examinations were collected and
mean percentage of pooled marks was, calculated, SiMilarly the
three .year BE marks. wore pooled and single' moan percentage for
individual and percentage meanfor all branches were obtained,
Correlations end. CRs were also calculated' for all examinations
and tests,..Thc'fellowingare the resultsv1) examinations,
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neither non - professional nor professional offer a valid or very
reliable moasuro of general intelligenco; 2) thorn is a positivo
relationship botwcon gonoral ability and aptitude; acadomic
porformanco in technical studios does not cloarly rovoal tho
combined affect of the two; 3) not all students who tako up
engincoring studios aro endowed with an aptitudo for it;
4) comparativo porformance of tho throo groups on tho basis of
BE marks and DA tests differs, The DA tosts providod bottor
discrimination botwoon tho groups tested.

483 VIDHU MCWWN, NEHRU K: Difforontiation of over and undor
achievers on 16 PF, Psychological Studios 1972, 17(2), 51-5,
16 ref,

A sample of 100 collego students (50 male and 50 female) of
Ambala, in.tho ago-group of 17-22 yoars, was. soloctod using tho
Standard Progrossivo Matrices Test of Raven (1960) and tho
growants (1960) method of selecting tho.ovor and underachievers.
Tho Vyaktitva ki Kodashanshi Janch (Jalota and Kapoor 1964) a
translated version of Cotton's 16 PF (1950) was administered

to the sample) of over and under achievers, Tho analysis of tho
data indicated that the under and over achievers difforod
significantly on nine factors, The overachiovors nod significantly
more of super -ego strength (conscientious persistence) shrewdness
(sophistication), radicalism, higher self sentiment, slid higher
orgic tonsion. The under achievers had significantly more of
general intelligence, emotional stability, dominance and pronisia

(sensitive afantuacY) Sex differences too emerged significant
in 8 out of the 16 factors, The male Ss had more of
cyclothymia (sociability), surgoncy, adventurousness, tough realism,
and lack of serious concern (anti a). Tho girls had moro.of higher
general intolligencos, character or super -ego strength, and guilt
proneness,

ADMINISTRATION AND ORGANIZATION

484 DAVID C: Harnessing local resources for the welfare of tho
school, educational Forum 1972, 17(3-4), 1-5,

Tho attainments achicived by harnessing local resources at
Government Higher Secondary School, Amarwarai District
Chhindwara have been enumerated nal 1) electrification of tho
school building; 2) oxpansion of the school building;
3) preparation of table -typo terraces; and 4) construction of
a stage to conduct cultural programmes, Tho future plans of
the school are indicated,
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485 .
It;DIL. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND 30:IAL WELFARE. The,

Central Advisory Board of Education. Now Delhi, tho Ministry,
1972, 17p,

Tho constitution and tho pr..mont componition of tho Board aro

van.

486 LODI I H K: Soma practical hurdles in the implementation
of tho school complox program°, Educational Forum 1972, 17(3-4),
13-18, .

234

The Education Commission recommended the formation of, school
comploxos at various lovols of the oducation system to mace
education a continuous and organic procoss. The following

obsorvations'have bean rocordod with regard to the implementation
of the School Complex programme in Madhya Pradesh schools:
1) tho two-tior schema of the School Complex recommended by tho
Commission at the lovols of middlo/ upper primary schools, and the
Socondary schools, requires tho organisation of workshops,
sominbss and training to bring .about mental proparodnoss amongst
toachors; thusi a vigorous programme of popularising and
propagating the.schono °von at the initial stages mood bo
undertaken. by the Education Department; 2) financial aid to moot
the contingent floods was evident to oxporimcnt tho programa;
tho Education Department thus, need make a prOvision
for tho funds and for, tho succossful implementation of the
schemo; 3) a numbor of scho -is wore ill staffod; tho Education
Department would bo roquirod to take noto of tho urgency and
arrange for leave-substitutos; 4) no attempt was made to solicit
tho public cooperation for tho working of tho School Complex
programme; the information and publication department of the
Govornment could populariso tho schcmo and enlist public
cooporation; 5) duo to reorganisation of education pattern in
Madhya Pradesh, the now pattern of School Complex would bo:
first tior at elementary and upper primary stage, a second tior
at high school levol and a third tior at the junior collogo
stage; new school complexes of high schools attachod to junior
colloges could be constitutod to make the oxporimcnt comploto
and comprohonsivo; 6) difficulties won:: oxperioncod by tho junior
collogo and somo middlo school staff,with rogard to the primary
school working hours; uniformity in timings and proximity of
constituent schools need be taken into account for forming school
comploxes,
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487 MALIK S C; AL Management and organization of Indian
universities - proceedings of a seminar. Simla, Indian
Institute of Advance Study, 1971. xviii 283p.

This is a compilation of the proceedings of a seminar on
management and organisation of Indian univorsitios hold undor
the auspicoo of tho Indian Instituto of Advanced Study, Simla
and Mysore Univorsity in Mysore in January 1971. It includos
apart from usunl popors, two ca so studios, ono of Delhi
University recd the othor of an anonymous univorsity of U.13.
Tho papors doal with the following topics; 1) problom of
numbors of prossuros on the system; 2) rolovnnte of couroos of
study with rogard to omorgent social realitios and the
nocossary procossos of chango; 3) structuros and channcls of
authority within tho univoraity vis-a-vis tho Univorsity
Grants Commission, Intor -university Board of India and Ceylon,
and Government; 4) faculty and departmental Organization;
5) rolations botwoon toaching and administrativo staff and tho
allocation of rosponsibility; 6) stnndardization of methods of
toaching and student mnnngomcnt; 7) financial managcment,
evaluation and planning for dovolopment; 8) rolntions with
managemcnt of oolloges; 9) problems of education in gonoral.
Some salient recommendations of the seminar aro: 1) although no
moro univorsitios or collogos should bo started for some yoars
to oomo, thoro is ncod for social Justice in tho mattor of
providing oquiteblo opportunitios for all strata of society;
2) tho univorsity bodios should bo toachor-centrod; 3) joint
student toachor - administrator consultation committees should
bo ostnblishod; 4) thoro should bo moro than ono profoosor in
dopartmonts which branch off into sovoral spocinlisod aroas,
and all mombors of the department should havo a say in its work;
5) thoro should bo a penal ;consisting of tho nominoos of the
Intor-univorsity Board and the Univorsity Grants Commission for
inspocting affiliated collogos; 6) Govornors of Statos should
function as chancollors but indopendantly of their political
office); tho vicorchancellors should havo some pro-vico-chancollors
to holp him; thoro should be in -sorvico training for university
administrators; 7) univorsi tios nood a systems analysis approach
to thoir financial management and administrativo routine;
8) students should bo involvod in tho coursos which aro offored
to them; 9) tho medium of instruction oven at the highost lova
should bo tho regional languagos but importnnco should bo givcn
to an intornational language liko anglish.

488 MARSUKEWNI GS: Sick cDllogos. Hinduston Timos 10 November
1972, p.7, cols, 3-6. 1400 words.

Tho different typos of sicloAess privato collogos suffor from aro":
a) student unrost duo to whgch thoy remain closod for tho major
portion of the acadanic year, b) financial troubles, c) low
standard duo to poor quality of staff, d) corrupt managomont,
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o) largo enrolment or poor cnrolmont, Thoso different maladica
roquiro difforont moodier; but nntinnalination of private
collogos is not tho solution. It may bo useful to havo zonal
councils of roasoned oducationizts consisting of eminent
tonchcrs and manngoment exports undor tho aunpicos of tho
univorsity to look after and nurso collogos in a particular
rogion. Roform of such collogos is linked with tho lard or
question of govornonco of collogos, restructuring of courses
and mnking highor oducation both rolovnnt and vocational.
Thoro is nn urgent nood to tighten tho financial control of
privato collooes. Tho UGC con not up an accroditation council
to prosorvo uniformity in standards of toachina and rosoarch.
Tho principals of colloges should rocoivo somo kind of insorvico
training in administration in tho univorsition, tho Administrativo
Staff College, Hydornbad.or tho Asian Institute of Educational
Planning and Adminintration.

ADULT EDUCATION

489 ILL INDIA ADULT EDUCATION CONFERENCE, 25TH, BOMBAY, 1972:

Resolutions, Indio: Journal of Adult Education 1972, 33(11),

5.6.

Tho following rosolutions woro pnssod: 1) a nation -wide progromme
of literacy should bo launchod in order to liquiclato illitoracy
within a poriod of 10 to 15 years; 2) tho pOOpla in tho lowost
inccmo groups should pnrticipato in tho process of oconomic
dovolopmcnt and a small percentage of plan outlays should loo

=served for simultnnoous and built-in training of tho
participants and of bonoficiarios of tho achomos; 3) tho concopt
of lifo-long oducation should bo made n, reality by inter-rolnting
all nspocts of education, using n11 availablo methods end mass
modia liko radio, films and tolovision with propor coordination;
4) voluntary agoncios should bo oncouragod to organiZo
adult (continuing) education schomos in their aroas with tho

help of govornmcnt aid; 5) tho univorsitics should organizo
coursos for tho adults engaged in various professions nnd should
also include adult oducation as a subjoct in tho courses of study.

490 DRAPER J Aa Towerds a partAcipating socioty, Indian Jlurnal
of Adult Education 1972, 33(11), 11-14, 6 ref.'

Tho throo major principlos discussed aro - i) that learning is a
lifu-long and continuous procoss, 2) that many institutions (tho
univorsity'for oxamplo) .havo specific rolos to porform in holping
to facilitato this process, end 3) that spocifio skills and
thoorotical/subjoct-matter knowlodgo is roquirod by those primarily
and most diroctly involvod in planning and implementing adult
learning and educational goals.
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491. DUITA S Cs Adult education for lemocracy, Indian Journal
of Adult Edtication 1972, 33(11), 15, 18, 20.

A plea has been made for making adult oducation for democracy
as the main component of adult education programmes in India .

in view of tho envisaged largo scale rostructuring of socioty
based on social justico, oquality of opportunity and froodan
of thought and victim. Adult education for democracy should
koop paco with adult oducation for trrnsfor of tochnology and
vocational skills to the fields and factorios. Tho curriculum
should include) a historical narration of tho main ovonts in
India's froodan movanont and tho advent of modern parliernontery
democracy in India, tho essentials of the Indian Omstitutim
including the machinory of political organization, the doctoral
systan duties and obligations of citiptriship, the rights of the
individual and tho judicial syctan. Tho progrrnmo should be
undorteken by voluntary agencies and organized informally,

492 BUTTA S C, FIZCHER H J ED: Training of adult oducatIrs -
procoodings of a seminar hold in Now Delhi, March 1972, Bombay,
Shakuntala Publishing House, 1972 164p,,

This rogion al seminar was orgenizod and sponsored jointly by
the Asian South Pacific Bureau of Adult Education (ASPBAE) and
the Friodrich Nes.anann Stiftung of Bad Godosborg, West
Gormany for bringing togothor talents from many a country in
ordor to scrutinizo some special espocts of adult oducation
in South and South East Asia in dopth. Eoprosontatives from
oight Asian countrios, UNESCO, ILO and International
Cooperative Allianco participatod in the saniner. The
dologatos focused on the importance and nood of adult
oducation particularly in its relation to mass and functional
literacy and community organization. Four major conclusions
aroso from tho deliborationss 1) it was folt that adult
education was of paranount importanco to all the countries;
2) the objectives of adult oducation, i.e., to enable pooplo
to bocomo. solf-rolient and to onablo than to understand thoir
problems aro ossentially tho same for a rural and an urban
setting; 3) the rolo of supervisors and field workors was
considorod to bo the most important onor thoy should receive
adequate administratiVB and profossionat training; 4) South Asia
nooded rxn intornaticnal training centro for the training of
loaders of adult oducation profession.
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493 MATITUR J C: Concept of life-long education for adults.
Indian Journal of Adult Education 1972, 33(11), 7.10, 20,

The adult education programmes should not only help the adult
to play offoctivoly his roles as a wage °amok', nn a citizen,
aS a family mnn and as a man with some loisuro, but more especially
help him improvo his skills to stvp up his income. The throo
iC31.10V, undorlying the concept of life-long education for adults
arc devolopment of an integrated adult personality, ostoblishmmt
of propor contacts botwocn adult oducation and schools, collogos
professional educational =citron end other kinds of institutional
progrormos, and crontion of an interost in the adults for self-study
and solf-learning,' It has boon opinod that the programmo of
life -long education should not bo controlled by may agency with
%fantod interests and that small groups of adult learnors should be
promotod tho mombors of which would be hold together by common
interest and which would strengthen tho will of the individual to
Gook through tho agency of the group moro information, moro
clarification and bet:or opportunitios for oxprossing himnolf,

494 PANT N .K: Content of adult oducation programme in the
context of life -long education. Indian Journal of Adult Education
1972, 33(12), 3-5.

In addition to gcnoral and functional literacy, tho programme
of continuing education may tako a varioty of forms and provido
for romodinl education, rofreshor and roconversion courses, and
also provido opportunities for analysis of sicial and o=nomic
problems, cultivation of skills of citizenship for living in
plural societies, cultural enrichment and creativo use of
loiouro. The adult oducation programme may inciudo tho
following: 1) professional courses dosignod to bring up to dato
the knovIlodgo of tenchors, scientists, doctors, otc;.
2) courses in human rolations in loadorship and oxocutivo skills,
and decision making proccasos; 3) courses in humanities, social
scioncos and liberal arts; 4) training progrnmmos for loadors
in continuing education, community dovolopmont and voluntary
organizations. The Indian univoroity should accopt the rosoonei-
bility for continuing:education and establish a contro for it
with a whole -time core staff, Tho Contra should assosa the
needs of tho'commUnity and prepare a plu.sod programmo boforo
launching the ochomo,

495 num K Impact of functional literacy programme on the
loarnors in Koran, Indian Journal of Adult Education 1972, 33(10),
7, 8, 181

Tho study was made to ovaluato the impact of functional litoracy
programme on tho loarnorn in tho Athiyannur Block, whoro work
started on tho 1st of Docombor 1971, Tho toachorc worn
roquootod to fill an inventory form eliciting tho noodod
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information from tho learners regarding their study and
learning, thpir profocsion, age, marital status, otc. A
finni test was conducted in tho second half of !Aril at
ovary contra.' Based on the scoros obtained by tho lonrnors
in the tent and the data collected by tho teachors
detailed analysis was made. It was found that'thoro was a
positive effect of toaching in tho litoracy centres on tho
gains achicvod in the literacy and numoracy aapects. Tho

offectivonoss of the instruction was also rovoalod by tho fact
that nearly 1/3 of the learners could, read unsoon passages at a
satisfactory speed,

496 ROAADIYA B C: Designing, a scheme for Polyvalont Adult
Education Centres in /sinn countrios - a suggostod outlino.
Indian Journal of Adult Education 1972, 33(10), 3-6, 19, 20.

The importico of institutionnlizing tho adult education programme
is being increasingly recognized by tho doveloping Asian
countries, Ti be offoctive, any program° of adult education in
these - countrios should be linked with tho social and economic
needs of tho individuals concornod and rolatod to the technological
dovolopmcnt and social and economic changes in which thoy live
and work, It is essential to devise an integrated approach to
adult education and polyvalent adult education approach seams to
be a viable solution from tho oxporionce of the working of tho
Polyvalent Adult Education Contres started by Govornment of India
undor asristanco from UNESCO. Although the Indian oxporionco
regarding this new multifacotod approach has boon confined to
urban areas, tho Polyvalent Adult Education Centres should be
started in rural areas also on an experimental basis. Each
centre may dovolop specific need based programmo for mon, women
and non-school going youth of the community, whether urban or
rural. Tho. suggested outline deals with tho following aspects -
objectives, functions, programming, methods, material and forms
of teaching, staff, financing and budgetinglmanagommt and
organization,

497 WILMA K Ls Attitudos towards adult education. Indian
Journal of Adult Education 1972, 33(12), 10.12. 4 rof,

Tho study .was mado on a samplo of 180 unsoloctod individuals .
30 participants of rogular adult education courso (B.A. Ed.),
50 litorate citizens of Jaipur, 50 Rajasthan University tortchors,
and 50 postgraduato studonts of Rajasthan University, Thoy
wore first asked to writo their viows about adult education and
than administered an attitude scale. Attitudos,. Towards Adult
Education (T. Adolph and R. P, Whaloy, 1967) individually.
It was found that the students of adult education courso had most
positivo views about.adult education. Tho university
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toachorc and students wore next in order, The literate

citizcnc had nocativo attitudes. Most of thu students of

adult oducntion courso cavo a bookish dofiniticn of adult
oducnticn and emphasizod that adult oducation is a continuing
oAlcation. Tho toachers did not have a cloarcut idoa about
adult oducation and strossod all typo oducation oxcopt

education, Tho postgraduato itudents thought adult
oduc-tion wets ossontial for bottor lifo and that tho rural

ill atos should bo informod but the world around.

COURSES OF STUDY

498 amaRUDDIN S: Mass communication education in India - an
ovorviow. University Nows 1972, Novombor, 16-19.

An assessment of mass communication education in India has been
made with reference to the role playod by various national
institutions like the Indian Instituto of Mass CommunicatiOn'
New Delhi, tho National Institute of Community Development,
the Proms Institute of India, tho All India Radio, tho Press
Information Buroau, and many othor privato agencies and
univorsitios. India has now como to accept mass communication
oducatien as an instrument of social chango, Tho next
nocossary stop is that of initiating or upgrading mnss
communication oducation proforably with an intor-disciplinary
approach and applying tho findings to socio.oconomici dovolopmont.
Also, thorn is an urgent nood to-sot up an Advancod National
Centro for Mass Communication Eosearch and Study to coordinato
tho work of difforcnt rogional institutirms,.

499 KRISHNASIUMI 0 R:. Rosoarch in collogos, Education
QOartorly 1972, 24(1), 16, 17.

The book-controd, ivory towor typo of collogo education should
bo changed into life-centrod purposoful education
combining toaching with rosoarch and extension, It is
suggcstod that collages should undortako appliod.rosoarch
in fields such as ongineoring, technology, agricultural sciences,
agricultureloconomics, sociology, psychology, social work,
home. sdionce; tommorco, banking, otc. It is ossontial to train
facultymemborp in rosoarch and in guiding rosoarch work,
Summer qchools may bo organisod in collaboration with rosoarch
institutions to offor training courses in research mothodology
to faculty membors, Opportunitios shoUldbo providod to faculty
mombors for doing rosoarch, A dopartmant of rosonrch)may bo
oponod in oach.collogo, In ordor to ensuro utilisation of research
rosults, it is nocossary to involve tho usors of rosoarch findings
in tho planning stago itsolf and soloct probloms of practical
significanco, This will bring together tho oducaticnal institutions,
the Govornmont and tho industry.
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CURRICULUM

.

500 MAHGAL SLK: SIdhiran-ganit-6ikpn (= simple mathematics
teaching), L'Hindij, New Delhi, Arya Book Depot, 1971, 260p.

25 ref,

Contains discussion on the following topics: 1) importance or
value of teaching mathematics and its place in school curriculum;
2) objectives of teaching mathematics; 3) relation of mathematics
with other subjects; 4) correlation in teaching of mathematics;
5) curriculum in mathematics; 6) methods of teaching mathematics;
7) defects in the present -day teaching of mathematics rnd their

Possible remedies; 8) arousing and maintaining interest in
teaching of mathdmatics; 9) textbook of mathematics;
10) mathematics teacher; 11) mathematics laboratory and library;
12) audio-visual aids in teaching of mathematics; 13) oral, drill
and home work in mathematics; 14) teaching of arithmetic;
15) teaching of algebra; 16) teaching of geometry; 17). teaching
of household accounts or dahestic arithmetic; 18) planning
mathematics lessons; 19) evaluation in mathematics; .20) history

of mathematics,

501 SHAH M Piagetts theory and science teaching in elanentary
school. Journal of the Gujarat Research Society 1972, 34(1/133),
II . .VIII 3 ref, .

Piagetts contributions towards child psyChology have boon
discussed, .The three main stages in Piagetts theory of the
development. of.thought viz., the sensory motor period extending
faa birth to 2 years, concrete logical operations period
covering 2-to 12, and the period of logical operation from
12 to adolescence, have been briefly described, . The elementary
schools cover the second stage which can further be classified
into pro - operation thought stage (2 -7 years) and the stage of.

concrete logical operations covering= 7 -12 years. At the pre-
operational thinking stage, ego-centricism behaviour of the
child leads to the stage of representation which further helps
the child to attain concrete operational stage. As the child
at pre -operational stage would be atthe.transitional level of
thinkingiAhe primary education programmes shOuld be planned
adcordiugly, At'the formal operational stage, the. child would be
able to enunciate, analysetevaluateohypOthesise and develop
hypothetic-deductive reasoning, Therefpre, a well structured
sequence of scientific activities and experience which give the
child wide opportunities to interact with the anvironment should
be made available in elementary schools.
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502 ViEUDIWL. BILLTT4 U: Work-experience in secondary education.
Educational Forum 1972, 17(1, 2) 30-6,

The importance of inculcating the dignity of manual labour into
the minds of the school children has boon omphasisod, in

irritation task project undertaken by the school children of
tho inAndaehrema High School - an-agriCulturo oriented secondary
rural school at Mangalore has boon illustrated,

EDUCATION : GENERAL

503 - /LL IrDIANIOIONLIIEDUCArION CONFERENCE SEV4GRAM7 OCTOBER
1972: L proceadingq_/. West in Education 1972, 9(4), 177-80,
205,

Discussing the working. paper entitlod 'Linking Education with
Growth and Social Justice' prepared by Shriman Narayan, Chairman
of the 141.i.Talim, the following points have boon put forth:
1) imparting education at all levels through socially useful and
productive activities linked with economic growth and development
in both rural and urban areas; 2) emphasising (i) self - reliance
and confidence as an integral part of educational programme,
(ii) the spirit of nationalism andsocial responsibility by
inimaving pupils and teachers in community service programmes,

and (iii) ethical and moral values, at all levels of education;
3) makinu the educational structure 10+2+3 and reducing the
vacations; 4) opening primary and secondary schools to all
children; 5) encouraging eduCational institutionswhich conduct
new' experiments in teaching method's, examination system, curriculum,
proparation of text bodkisand training of teachers; 6) making
ofortstocurb malpracticos prevalent in.privte institutions;
7) taking steps toadopt regional languages as media of education
at the university leVel; 8) conducting all-India competitive
examinations for civiland military services through the regional
languages and selecting the candidatps on the basis of quota
allotted to each State pm fa rational basis; 9) reforming the
present examination System, by introduction:of continuous
internal assessment systuii and 611cm:raging practical_ work and viva
voce tests; 10),dolinking eMplOymeniWith Eegros; 11) improving the
quality teacher training prOgrammes.; 12) involving' parents in the
task: ofeducational,roConstructiont13) associating pupils _in the
policy-making'procesees of educatiomal-reforms; and 14) doveloping
games and sports in schools and. colleges,:
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504 BISWAS A, AGGARWAL d C; Education in India 1971, New Delhi,

Arya Book Depot, 1972, xv, 255p,

505

This volume presents an account of the recent developments,
achievements, problems and prospects in the field of education.
lttcmilt5 have been made to incorporate comprehensive information
on the various aspects of education in India. Various programmes
and activities of the Ministry of Education, State Governments,
NCERT and UGC during 1970 and 1971 have boon outlined, Decommenda,
tions of various committees and conferences on education held
during 1970 and 1971 and various programmes of f6urth Five
Year Plan have also been given.

INDIA. MINISTRY,PF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL WELFARE. DEPARIMENT
OF SOCIAL WELFARE. innual report 1971-72. Now Delhi, the
ropertment, 1972, 119p..

While making a review of the progress of Work of the Department of
Social Welfare, the following .topics concerning education and
training have also been discussed: 1) researchotraining and
administration in social welfare; 2) educational, work on prohibition;
3) education,. training and rehabilitation of the handicapped;
4) pre - vocational training programme; 5) statement of number of
candidates trained by coaching centre; 6) statement showing the
provisidn made for pre-exaMination training,

506 INDIA. MINISTRY OF EDUCATION AND SOCIAL WELFARE,
Report on educational developments in-India 1970-71
presented at XXXIII International conference on Public.
Education, Geneva, September, 1971, New Delhi, the Ministry,
1971, 69p,

The toltowing,are the contents of the report: 1) the country
and its educational system; 2) administration of education;
3) structure' of education; 4) quantitative development;
5) curriculai.syllabuses and methods; 6):teaching staff;
7) auxiliary services; 8) introduction of educational technology
in schools, teaching ofscience in schools, ote.
important educational statistics'havo boon given.

507 Lazo' P: Education and social justice, an analysis of
structures, Social Actiau 1972, 22(4), 327-37.

It is contended that education is subjected to manipulative
-pressures from three sources - the political and economic
systems and cultural values, The present crisis in education,
especially in the developing countries, is net merely the
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. .

consequence of 'a defective strategy or lack of resources; The

incapacity of the education system not only to achieve its
stated Goals but also to create a society that is just,
participative and. oven moderately egalitarian derives from
more deeply 'rooted causes s production structures primarily
and the values that sustain tho power elite in the political
and economic spheres.

. .

508 Wawa 3: that is wrong with our education? 54arajya
1972, 17(17), 11, 12,

The drawbacks of the present educational system have been given as
follows: 1) no positive stops have boon taken to implement the
recommendations. of the Radhakrishhan Commission and tho Kothari
Commission; 2) a heavy cost has' been involved in changing over to
the higher secondary course and the three year degree course;
however this change has not helped in raising the standards;
3) the .tremendous increase in the number of teachers, students and
colleges has produced fresh problems and made planning far loss
effective; 4) the frequent agitational approach of students has
affected the academic standards and the general quality of life
in universities and colleges; 5) the planning has not adequately
examined the relationship between education and development in
social, economic and technical terms; thus, the problem of adult
literacy has not been solVed; 8)lack.of rapport between educational
leadership and political leadoiShip has resulted in want of ,political
support to policies of education; 7) teachers and public men have
not set standards of behaviour, honesty and truth, that contribute
to personal and national greatness.

509 mlaM110 ,T II, DIIARK43 Pt N3WBIGUsT L, VINISTRASTEN 'iLet el:

Not without a compass --Jesuit aducational.Association of India.
Seminar on Christian_ education in India of today. Delhi, the
Association, .1972. ix, 218p.

The seminarWas.hold for six days which was attended by 100
persons from all parts.of the country, educators' and others,
catholics and other fellow Christians. Tbissemilier.Was called
primarily for a study of Jesuit institutions in India. Orientation
papers, working documents and prayer services used at the
seminar and the workshop conclusions. arrived at are given in this
volume.
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510 AIK J P: Education in free India, Indian Publisher
Bookseller 1972, 22(0), 268-73,

It has been pointed out that the educational facilities
available in the country on the eve of independence were deficient
at all stages. There were imbalances of growth between advanced
social groups and the weaker sections, between urban and rural
areas and between advanced StateS and backward States in the
country, Thus, after independence. the Contra]. and State
Governments wore faced with three challenges viz, expansion of
education, improvement of standards and radical transformation
in the character of the educational system. During the past
25 years of independence, expansion of education, end .an
improvement of the quality of education through establishment
of a. number of standard institutions have been made 'possible.
However, the more difficult tasks, such BS, transformation of
the educational system, provision of universal educatiOn for
all children in the age-group of 6-141 the 'liquidation of mass
illiteracy,. :and the raising of standards all round have yet to
be achieved, Thus, planning and adminiStrative skills, .

dedicated teachers, students and administrators and an atmosphere
of idealism and contentment' in the educational field, stable.
Government 'and Sustained economic growth are necessary to.
accomplish the above tasks,

and

511 SHAMUDDIN: Development of education in Madhya Pradesh
(1947:.72), Educational India 1972, : 39(2), 41, 42, 47-9, 67,
68.

The development of education in MP for the period 1947-72 has been
statistically assessed, During the twenty -fiVe.years of
independence, there hai been.:a notable development in educational
facilities with regard to primary middle, secondary and higher
oducatian, It .has bean contended that at the primary stage the
problems such as backwardness in, some areas of the State, poor
econemic.conditions, inadequate moans of communication in rural
areas have not been solved. Only 58% 'of the children of age
group 6-11 attend schools and the. .conditions of buildings and
equipment has been found unsatisfactory, Basic education and the
development, schemes have bean neglected, At the secondary
edUcation.stage, there has been a dearth of trained. teachers and
absence of proper buildings and equipment. Proirisicia of
funds, is inadequate. for higher education, A,paucity of qualified
teachers extsts at this stage, The specific suggestions for
improvement include: 1) ;expending primary education particularly,
in rural areas; 2) ascribing importance to backward classes to"the
education of girls ;. 3) providing attractive primary scho61
bi.tildings and offering free school .dress, midday meals etc, to
primary children; 4) offering. training facilities to primary and
high school teachers; 5) encouraging basic education;
6) increasing the enrolments of students in secondary schools;
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7) conclucting extension service programmes;, 8) increasing
multipurpose schools; 9) expanding colleges offering science,
technology and vocations; 10) supplying qualified teachers at
the university level; 11) reorganising collegiate curriculum
and, modifying, examination and evaluation 'system; and
12) expanding college libraries and laboratories,

512 SIMIMAN NARMANt, Basic reform in education Times of India
11 October 1972, p8, cols, 3.-5; 12 October 19721 p. 8, cols,
7.8, 2400 words

It is regretted, that Basic Education has not received. the
importance, it deserves, It sisobserved that the national
developmmt as prograrrunep couldthemselves serve.as the base
for correlation in. Basic Education, The 'following suggestions
are given: 1) .adopting the :10 +2 +3 ,year educational pattern as
recommended by the National :Educational Policy Resolution
(1968); 2) dividing the first 10 year into 7 years of basic
stage .and 3ycaars of pestbasie stage; 3) giving training to
students: in many specia3.ised courses of technical nature at the
higher secondary stage; 4) giving more stress to technical and
vocational. courses at the .university stage; 5) emphasising at all
stages of education dignity of manual labour, sense of social
awareness, and secular outlook; 6) encouraging part-time education
and correspondence .education, Introducing a common school
systans. fostering excellence in .eclueatien, encouraging private.,
enterpride, reforming examination system, delinking university
degree with Government appointmentstintroducing moral and

.religious instruction at schools and colleges are among. other
suggestions made,

513 WANGOO Ls Growth and strides of education in J. MUM and
Kashmir; EduCational India 1972, 39(2), 39, 40, 61, 62,

246

The following are the achievements of education during 25 years
of independence in Jammu and Ka.shmir: 1) the literacy percentage
was increased from 4.1% in 1931 to 18.3% in 1971; 2) the education
being made free from primary to post-graduate level, the budget of
educatjon department has registered a rise from Ra,33,49,00
during 1947-48 to Rs,8,00,80,000 (1968.-69); 3) the per capita
cost, of education in Kashmir State in 1966 has been Rs.13,8 while
that of .all India for the same period was Rs12,1; 4) there has
been- considerable increase in the number of schools and colleges
and in the enrolment for general oclucaticn at all levels of
school education; 5) teacher training colleges have also been
expended and provision: has been made for conducting ,research and
M, Rd, coursed._
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EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY

. 514 BHATTACHARYA SI Psychometrics and behavioural resoarch.
Now Delhi, Sterling Publishers, 1972 254p. 127 ref.

This treatise is designed to cover psychometric devices,
statistical tools and experimental designs and combino them

into ,a meaningful whole, It also examines some of the problems

confronting a psychometrician or a researcher, The following

are the chapter headings: 1) introduction; 2) nature of the
problem and hypothesis formation and testing; 3) principles
of testing; 4) psychophysical methods; .5) sociometry - its scope;
6) abilities and ability measurement; 7) intelligence; its
nature and relation to the structure of human abilities.- a
critical review) aptitude and its measurement; 9) ;personality
and perbonality measurement; 10) testa'and techniques of
personality: measurements and problems of psychometry;
11) problems of personality assessments a review; 12) interest
and.interestmeasirrement; 13) attitude and attitude
measurement; 14) educational achievement; 15) introduction to
statistics; 16) factor analysis as a technique ..its limitations;
17) experimental doignsi.,18) approaches to the study and
measurement of human characteristics - a critique,

515 CHAUBEY N.P: Indian family structure and risk taking behaviour
Indian. Journal of Psychology 1972, 47(3)1 213.21. 19' ref,

The study aims at investigating the effect of type and size of:
family on risk=taking behaviour of village boys. The sample

consisted of 75 boys of 10.45 years drawn from four villages of
Allahabad district. Out of 75 boys 19 were from village J,
19 from village,T, 20 from village B K end 17 from village M,
Average age of the subjects was around 12 years -and all had
edUcation'between Primary:and high schdol. Ball and glass
game was used as a tool of risk-taking. The results did not
shOw any consistent effect of type and size of family, an the
risk...taking behaviour of the rural children,

516 CHOPRA Personal-social characteristics' of sociometric
stars and Social isolates in Indiana' schools. Journal 'of Education
and, Psychology 1412' 30(4'1 115..20..

. . .

The investigationWaSidesigned to study therelationship of social
acceptability With parental occupation, familyvincome size of t_he
family 4 sibling position, caste, personal-social adJustment, .

participation in cocurricular activities, academic achievement and
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scores on verbal md non-verbal ..tests sf intelliocnce. The
sample consisted of 65 girls (1546 years of ago) studying in
sc...,condary schools, A sociometric test was adninistered and ,use
having; a percentile rank above 75 were regarded as sociometric
stars, those having rank between 26 to 75 as average chosen,
and those having rank .25 and less as social isolates, Tho
relevant data wore 'collected' through a eiwastionnaire, Progressive
Matrices Test and JalOta,s General IntelligenCe Test were .

achinistered to obtain verbal and nonverbal intellif_Tence test
scores, Marks in grade IX exaMinations were used as criterion
for academic achievement. An. adaptation of Bells Personality
Inventory was used to know about personal-social adjustment of
the students, Th3 results inacated that socially more
accept4ble students had higher family incemb, the average size
of their families vas comparatively smaller, scored higher on
both the tests of intelligence,: showed superior academic
performance, and had better adjustment cm the whole, There
was positive relationship between level of parental occupation
and social acceptability and no consistent relationship between
ordinal position aTaong. the siblingS and social, acceptability.
Those having 'low caste' origin .tended to be socially less
acceptable. There Were no marked differences as regards participation
in cocurricular.actiVities amon'g the Sociometric stars, average
chosen and. social isolates.

517 GREW& J 3: Perception of learning environment in higher
education some cross-cultural comparisons. Journal of IrKlucation
and psychology 1972, 30(3), 204-9. 6 ref.

Gives an account of tii4 learning environment' as perceived by
students}, faculty, parents, educatic:nal administrators and public
leaders belonging: to two di fferent cultures -' Ai-Jeri can and India n
acme of the differences haVe been highlighted.

518 GUPTA M P, *DOHAL I' IS: Career aspirations bf agricultUral
graduates Indian JoUrnal Social 'Work 1972, 33(2), '93.101,
9 ref,

The data for the present 'study were collected from a sample
of 175 students belonging to various colleges of the Panjab
Agricultural University, The first two preferences of the,
underE,Taduates were 'Government service' followed by
'university service'. The iPositien of 'these two topmost
choices was reversed in the case of the Postgraduates. The
other preferences listed by the undergraduates wero "independent
servi col, service* "undecided' , 'private organi zati onS 2,
ilkpartment; of Xducati on T., and executive servi ce',, The major
preferences Of'.the post- graduates were.!private zati on ye
Department of: Xdi.zCationt and 'undecided', ISe agriculture and
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agricultural engineering students had high aspiration for
'government service', Whereas home service graduates had shown
high but equal aspiration for Department of Education' and to
'independent business'. The veterinary medicine graduates too
had equally high aspiration both for ''government service' and
'military service'. Ibrostry was least preferred by all tho
categories of students,

519 JAWA S: Level of aspiration and achievement motivation.
Psychological Studies 1972,, 17(2),6 5-9, 8 ref.

A sample of 57 undergraduate female students of Delhi University
%.,as administered 'a questionnaire to measure persona3. aspiration
and Mukherjoe's Centence Completion Test to measure achievement
retivatiCal eihoresults indicated that achievement motivation
was .positively related. to future aspirations, The high nAch
and low nAch as differed with regard to past, present and future
time dimaisions in.all the four variables of personal aspiration
centended.life, educational achievement, sociability and oconanic
conditions, In both the groups aspirations were consistently.
progressive from past to future except in 'contented life in the
high nAch group where present position was reported to be bolter
than expected in future.

520 KALIL Differences . in some ..PPS needs related with academi c
achievement among rural end urban adolescents, Education and
Psychology Review 1971, 11(4), 11.4, 5 ref.

The study was undertaken to investigate how the personality
needs operate .among rural and urban adolescent boys and girls.
Six hundred IX class:Students (age. 13-16' years) were selected
and grouped into 4 cells of 150 each - urban boys, urban girls, ,

rural boys and rural girls. The litndi adaptation of Edwards
Personal Preference SChedUle (Bhatnagar) .was administe:red to all.
The answer sheets were scored on the needs of achievement.,
dominance's endurances aggressions affiliation and nurturance . The
means and S. Ds yore calculated separately for each group on oach
need. The overall significance of difference between moms of
six 4PPS needs was palcUlated by ono way analysis of variance, The
following are the significant findings: 1) need

and
and need

affiliatic are y.daninant among rural and . urban adolescent
boys and girls; 2) urban boys are more dominant than rural and -urban
girls, and rural boys; 3) the urban boys are more aggressive than
rural, adolescent girls; 4) rural girls may be comparatively less
daninent than urban girls and rural, boys; 5) rural girls are more
enduring, hardworking, nurturing and sympathetic. than the urban boys
and girls and rural boys.
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521 KULSHRE$THA S P: Relationship beveen values and vocational
interest of boys and girls of intermediate colleges, Quest in
Education 1972, 0(4), 227-232, 14 ref,

A sample of 100. boys and 100 girls from the four Interof Agra City was selected on the basic of stratifiOd Van rawggo

technique. nindi versions. of the Revised, Modified and Adapted
forms of Ailport Vernon and Lindsey Study of values were employed
to measure theoretical, economic; aesthetic, social, political and
religious values of boys and girls. The Vocational Interest Record
devised by the author was used to measuro vocational
interests of the subjects in the areas viz,, literary, scientific,
executive, commercial, constructive, artistic, agricultural,
persuasive, -social and household, The findings are: 1) a positive
and a significant relationship exists between values and vocational
interests; 2) boys who wore good in social, theoretical, economic
and religious values preferred vocations in social, scientific,
economic and agricultural areas respectively; 3) girls who were good
in economic, social, theoretical and aesthetic values expressed
their maximum interest in commercial, social, and persuasive,
scientific, constructive, and artistic vocational areas respectively;
4) both boys and girls who were good in theoretical, economic and
political. values had negative interest in professions of
commercial, artistic and scientific interest areas respectively,

522 mia,HAN N K, SEN A,K.: Learning curves as a function of
stimulus materials, Psychological Studies 1972, 17(2), 38-41,
6 ref,

Thirty postgraduate students of Delhi University wore given
serial learning tasks using three different sets of words
(meaningful, meaningless and emotional) as stimulus material.
Three successive errorless reproductions of list in the serial
ardor was taken as the criterion of learning, The average
learning curves or the forward learning Curves of the three sets
were plotted and the analysis of variance made, Since the
Ss variance was highly significant, the backward learning
curves also plotted. The learning curves focus
On .the TA...rage performance of the Ss, while the backward
learning curve emphasises the individual component. Hence,
the former gave the impression that group performance was
poor in Set III, Actually, the group performance came down.
due to individual. differences among the Ss as sham by the
last'phases in the backward learning curve and also supported
by the statistical analysis of the data where greater sod,
was found for set III,
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523 MATHUR S NIHMAL SINGH: Investigation into tho attitudes
towards studios of the recognized evening collogo students and
the day scholars. Journal of Education and Psychology 1972, 30(3),
191.7, 5 rof

It was hypothesized that there shall be a difference in the
attitudes.of tho evening collogo students and day scholars
towards their studios,. The study was mado on a random samplo
of 200 Panjab University students one hundred belonging to the
final r7lar H.A. class of tho 'Evening Collogo, Chandigarh
and.f:h.;1 othor hundred studying. in the Day colleges in Chandigarh.
A specially prepared attitude quostionnairo containing 85
statomonts was administorod to tho sample. Tho responses were
scored and analysed. The results revealed a high degree of
positive relationship between the attitudes of the two groups.
Both the groups also marked tho samo statement as the most
significant, Thus, the hypothesis was rejected, It has been
concluded that contrary. to tho teachers' opinion, the evening
college students are also as good as tho day scholars and that
the former should be given more facilities for study,

524 NIJHAWAV H Ks Anxiety in school children. Now Delhi,
Wiley Eastern, 1972, viii, 173p, 132 ref,

An enquiry is made into. the Determinants of AnXiety in school
children. TestAnxioty'Scale for Children (TA$C) and a,General
kuiety Scale for Children (GASC) adapted from Sarasants.Yale
Seale wore used, Those tests were.administerea,to 100.boys and
100 girls of three Government higher.socondarY schools for boys
and for girls, bUd a.senior model school. Tho .schools are fairly
representative of urban schools of Punjab and the students CMG
from differont socioeconomics status, groups.. This study is divided
into two parts. Part I deals with the research into anxiety in
.children based on age, sox, area, type of .school and socio-economic
status. The results are as follows. Anxiety about tests and
oxaminations.increases with ago from the second grade of olementary
school, d.rls have more anxiety than boys and are readier to
confess to it. Tom children are more anxieous about their
succoss in studios and othor pursuits than ccuntry.children,
private school children more than public (Government) school
children. Lower class children seemed to be moro anxious than
upper. class.' .Part II records rosoarch into the family
antecedents of anxiety.in children, not hereditary but
environmental. Tho. study was conducted on only 31 pairs of
children, 31 of high anxiety and.31.of low anxiety : the -

mothers, Moro. compliant than fathers, afforded information on
their attitudes towards their children and thus throw light on
the subject of research,.
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525 PASRICHA S, VERMA S K, MEHTA St WIG N. N: . Relationship
of parental education and IQ with IQ of malnourished children -;
a study in nature-nurturo relationship, Indian Journal of Mental
Retardation 1972, 5(2), 58 -63. 19 ref,

Different degrees of malnutrition of 33 children admitted in tho
_Nehru Hospital, Chandigarh wore determined using Gomez's method.
The IQ of children wore determined using Gesso 11's Developmental
Schedule, Seguin Form Board, Main's Intelligence Scale for
Indian children and Knox-A:be Test, 1Thatiags Battery of Performance
test was administered to determine to parental IQ. The'
educational level of parents was also recorded. It was found that
the corrections of children's IO wtth parental IQ and education
were low in' comparison to these of normal children, This
supports the view that malnourishment and low parent-child IQ
correlation aro related,

526 PATILIK R D: Socionotric status and personality dimensions of
aacleslt.^.. Psychological Studios 1972, 17(2), 20-6, 10 ref,
A purposive sample of 260 pUplin studying in class IY at
Jabalpu;.fnd.Saugar.was selected on the basis, or :a sod anetri e
test administered as per Bronfenbrennorts fixed franc of
reference, Tho four sociometric groups - populars, neglOcteses,
rojectoos and isolates were identified through the sociometric
questionnaire inndi based on ono prepared by the NCRRT.
There were '80 popularsi 80.nogloctees, 24 isolates and
80 rod ecteese.; A personality Dimensions Scalelimhich measures
various fiimensions of personality make up of pupils by
teachers ;was ,administered to the sample, The obtained..
perSiVality.dimcnsions.scores were analysed and compared,
The ,populars were found to be superior to all the remaining.-
groUps The neglectoos wore quite .comparable to .the
1'e1(x:toes ?Ind tho ' isolates, But the rejectees wore ...found to bo inferior to ' .isolates on varioutc.perscnalitY '-diracnsi ens,

527 PATTED G Ms. Soltperception and success in teacher educationcourse, Q.iost in,Education 1974 9(4), 181.6. 10 ref.
. . .

The hypothesis that those is no relationship between self-
perception of student teachers and their success in .teacher
education course was sought :to.be tested., 'rho sample
consisted of 93 student teachers -who took their B, Ed, ./
degree exanin ati cti of Karn at sic' University in .1972, Each
subject was asked to complete a seven pointy. twenty five item,
bipolar adjective rating scale, rating himself, Those
scores constituted self perception scores, The total marks
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obtainod at the final written oxemination, final practical
oxamination and by internal assossment represented success of
tho subjects in BOld, courso, Product mcmentcorrolation
coofficient obtained betwoonthoso two sots of scores being
0,612 was found to bo significant, Thoroforo, the hypothosis
sot up was rojected, Tho findings thus, indicate tho oxistenco
of a p:sitivo and significant rolntionship botween self.
porcopticn of student tonchors and their success in B,Ed, courso,

528 RAYH Its MOHINTY Occupational storootypor and
proferencos of a group of post-graduato students of Orissa,
Indian Journal of Psychology 1972, .47(3), 197-211,

The study was ma do on a samplo of 255 malo and 65 female post-
gradual° students of Utkcl University, Tho ten occupations
selected wore school teacher, ongineor, magistrate, doctor,
businosaman, clerk, lawyor, politician, college teacher, and
police officer, The Ss wore administorod estionnaire with
a list of 60 adjoctivcs prepared after a pre -test to find out
their occupational stereotypes anid proforencos, Attributes
chocked by at loast 20% of cithor of tho sox groups wore included
in tho list of storootypos, Collegoteacher had the highest
number of favourable attributes without a singlo unfavourablo
trait. Politician had the highest number of unfavourable traits,
ThoJavourablounfavourablo trait ratio alio indicatod tho -same,
Tho total samplo and also the two sex groups showod considerable
agreement in .stereotyping the occupational groups, Tho rank
correlations botween tho two sets of scores of the Male and

formic) Ss wore significant for all occupations except for
lawyer and police officore, Tho rank correlation between tho
trait ratio and the occupatimal rank veluos for the total
sample was also significant, showing that the nature of
storootyposcan bo an important factor in dotormining the
occupational ranking,

529 SHARMA R M Teaching aptitude of tho teacher as a factor
of classroom verbal behaviour, Journal of Educational Bosoarch.
and Sktension 1973, 9(2), 107.14, 4 rof

Tho study aims at analysing and exploring the teaching aptitude
variablo as a dotorminant for classroom ,behaviour, Tho sample
consisted of 100 student toachors (64 malos and 36 females)
of Moorut University training colleges, The teaching aptitude test
constructed and standardised by Dr, K.P. Pando was administered
to the subjects. .Tho class -room .verbal behaviour of subjocts
was encoded durifi3 the practice teaching with the help ,of
Flanders interaction technique, By a docoding procedure the data
of behaviour components was, represented op the matrix table,
Tho rosult indicatos that: 1) the indireCt influonco of the
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teacher is significantly associated with the aptitude test scores;

2) the aptitude test scores are associated with pupil talks and

3) the sex fac*or is significant in the relationship of aptitude

and teacher behaviour. It has been concluded that i) the method

of studying teaching aptitude as factors could be .a valuable

technique and the test a valuable tool for estimating the

significant .aspect of teacher behaviour, ii) the aptitude variables

viz, professional knowledge, vocabulary reasoning, general

information and reading comprehension are significant for

estimating teacher behaviour and iii) the aptitude score could not

bo valuable for estimating the direct influence of a teacher,

530 SING RHP:, Educational research in India today. Education

QUarterly 1972, 24(1), 9-12,

The two types of agenciesdoing research in India are 1) Government

or somigovernment agencies which undertake goal-directed,

motivated and cooperative research; 2) the universities where the

traditional' typo individual research. s condIcted,. 4n analysis

is made of tho detailed summary of the work done both at M,Ed

and Phil) levels in India as .given in the Third Indian ,Year Book

(1968) of the National Council of Educational Research and

Training; The areas which have .received scant attention of the

researchers have been discussed,
Canplete.overhauling of research,

adminiStratidn and organization of research facilities. has been

suggested: COmmunicaticn of research results should be ensured

so that they era utilised for improvement ot.educaticn,

.

.

531 SINHA BP,- SHARMA S K: Farmers, motivation_ and retention
of knowledge gained from a farm telecast, Indian Journal of
Psychology 1972, 47(3), .259-67, 26 ref.

Th9.Daibi rural,television project started.YqishiDarehan programme
for farmers in 1967, A telecast oncheaptirrigatienstructures was
selocted for the study. The farmers of three villages who viewed the
telecast (1=42).wereinterviewed, The fanners who got.theinformaticn
from _those farmere'who viewed.. the .telecast.were also interviewed.
Aalthe selected farmers had assurod.irrigationsfacilities at least for
apart.of their holding!, A teacher-made achievement- test was adminis-
tered to x311 respondents, Their n-Ach and,changeprcneness wore also-
measuredby setni!crejectikre...tyizio pictures, The sane achievement test
was topeated,after15,days out the retention percentage. The
results aro:1),seventy to. 100% of.theiknowledge,,gained was retained by
those who viewed tho:telecast, p74.66,6% to 100% of. the gained knowledge
was retained., by theeecondary.rospondentw2) the
televiewers who wore high en both- n-Ach and change-proneness retained
the higher percentage of knowledge gained (90,7%) than those who were
high on either n-Ach or change proneness,
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532 . SINGH 6 C P: Personality characteristics of management
students. Journal of Education and Psychology 1972, 30(3),
16 7..70, 7 ref,

The sample for the study consisted of '87 students of the Indian
Institute of Managements Calcutta and 320 university students who
joined their respective institutions in tho same year. Their
responses to the Eysencks Personality Inventory were obtained and
also data regarding their academic qualifications, geographical.
background, and parental, occupation gathered. Compared to other
students, management students had higher social background, bettor
academic qualificatiens and they came from all over India, The
management students differed statistically from the others cn
nouroticism and oxtra.vorsion scores. They had higher extraversion
scores but lesser nemroticism. scores. 'However, when compared with
the data on successful business men collected by Eysenck (1967),
the management students were found to have higher scores both on
neuroticism and extraversion scales,

533 TRIVEDI R St DESAI I) B: Achievement inotivation development...
in high school pupils through implementation of a specially designed
curriculut. Journal of Voducation and Psychology 1972, 30(2), 88.98,

The experiment was designed to train teachers for n .-Achievement
development of pupils, A new curriculUm for n-Achieyesnent
development in high schoOl pupil S' was developed. BlOrty two

teachers .were trained for four days with regard' to the
implementation of the new curriculum 'en .pupils. The entire
experiment on _pupils lasted for one term,' The three tests
administered to pupils as preteSta as well as pOst-teets were:
a) Achievement tests In sciencellhglish and geography; b) JIM
scale developed by Prof, Prymier; c) TAT tests for no...Achievement
scoring. The results, have led to the following conclusions:
1) teachers could be trained in no-Ach development and as a, result
their n-Ach level could be raised; consequently behaviour
of the teachers manifest proneness to activities leading to j ob-
satisfaction; 2) special syllabus prepared for pupils is very useful
in n..Ach development in pupils; 3) bedanse of the achieVemont
motivation, ,the'puriila gain in .school 'performance 2 and they show
behavioural. change manifesting their goal setting and asPirational
aspects; 4) perception of change in pupil behavioUr acts as a
feedback. for the teachers,

534 VARNA M, SINHA Dt Pattern of moral values in children.
Psychological Studies:1972, 17( , 42.50. 11 ref.

The study wa Mad() on a sample of 300 children belonging to
vernacular (N4-50) and missionary (N=150) schools; Tho SS
were diVided into throe ago...groups 6047 years, 8s-9 years and

, 1 .
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10..11 years, An interview schedule consisting of 14 moral values
was used to elicit' the knowledge of these moral values of the Ss.
The analysis of the results revc.aled. that - 1) there was a substantial
similarity :in the patterning of.,moral values of the three age- groups;
however, the children in the younger agegrOup had greater concern
with the negative values ,and :lesser concern with the positive and
abstract values; 2) ail, the three agp-groups ranked lowest the values
such as aldmsa., .sense of duty, purity andptinya; 3) there was a
slight variation in the- .patterning of boys and girls of the older
ago-group; greed and anger were frequent values. for boYS while
they were least frequent values for girls; 4) there was no
significant difference in, .the patterning of children belonging to
missionary and vernacular schools,

535 WIG N N, NAGPAL R N: Why StUdents fail? Indian Journal.
of Psychiatry 1972$ ,14(4), 381.-8, 15 ref,

This is azi investigation. into the significance of emotional and
psychos-social .factors in determining the students academic
PqrformariPP at the :university level. The sample consisted of
1180 Punjab University students in the faculties of Arts, S'clence
and Commerce. Two structured questionnaires adequately covering
the p sycho;-soci el. life_ of the student. were, administered, After
the examinations.1, students word grouped into tpa"..ssed? and 'failed'
categories and the passed students wero further subdivi.dpd into
first, second snd third divisioners,, The genersl picture) that
emerged of the. low -aehievers was that they.were comparatively
older" ;had poer academiC:backgroundi, had less ecluca.ted parents
and were complacent and not w011-.1.ntegrateld emotionally..

536 WRAGS.,..Mt ), Teaching ee,iucational psychology in India. Journal
of Rducation and Psychology 19721 30(3), 158-66, 39. ref,

, .

The present: survey. concerning .5.4nstitutions training .teachers
for secondary school,s between August and October 1967,
The procedure.a.dopted by the Joint. Working Party of 1962 was
followed, ..cnestionnaire A designed .te elicit .information
regarding the number of students, type of.training provided,
qualifications of the staff in psychology, topics covered and
method used was completed by five- principals. Questionnaire B
elic:Lting addittone.1 information on the students themselves
their e61 baokgroundi"Motiyation$' 'views or). e.dUc.tionar
.psychology$ co4OduCation$ "textbooks and education in general
was completed.hy 432 students (219 men and 213 women). The
ages of .slcur,ients ranged 'from 1.9. to 071 the maj,ority being
between 26. and t*.I '27, They were woro. ,for either R.14, B. A, Ed, $
BA°, Ed, B; teeh, Rd, '1 Re dam. Bei, $ or M. Rd; BdUcati
psychology played an important part in all these courses.
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About .25% to 30% of the whole course was devoted to educational
psychology in four institutions, Some lecturers had good qualifications

but some had no formal qualifications in psychology, Although

all courses. provided a reasonably satisfactory grounding in the
main topics, standards varied, All syllabi made adequate
provision for a study of the experimental approach and simple sta-

.tistics Some colleges wore planning to build psychology
laboratories, Too much time was spent on formal lecturing
while independent studies, group discussions, audio.visual aids
and experimental schools could be used more widely, Theories of
learning and activity methods were outlined in courses but only
rarely put into practice, The supply of good textbooks was
inadequate, Foreign textbooks were being translated into regional
languages and glossaries of technical terms prepared. Lack of
money and the Indian trait of conservatism are the main problems
in bringing about any reforms both in teacher training as a whole
and the teaching aif educational psychology in particular, ieLth

better pay, better facilities for research and a higher status.,
possibly more psychologists would consider teacher training
as a worthwhile career..

EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH

537 . AHLuw1Zr4 3.44: Educational Research in the -Punj al): since

independence: 'Journal of Educational Research and Extension'
1972,.9(2), .65-82, 4 ref,

.

The topic is discussed under the following five sections:
1) meaning of educational research; 2)historical background
of educational research .in. the Punjab.State; 3) ''obstacles in

the development-of educational research indicating information
about thepb,D thesis 'and /4E4 dissertations approved by the
Punjab University; 4)priorities in the field of edueaticinal
research in- the a.tato; and 5). summary of 'the prospects for the
future of educational. research in the Otatc4

:
538 HIREGANGE T K: 4.ia1itative improvement of secondary education

through researches, Education Quarterly 1972, 24(1), 13.15.

Educationa.research and deveibpment. are not usually inter..related
with the result that research usually is presumed! to be unreal,
abstract and barren, The qualitative improvement of secondary
education. is. possibly if priority is accorded to research of classroom
teaching. For this purpose,' colleges 'of education and postgraduate
departments:of education of universities should conduct summer
courses .or.weeknend COUTE1013 .in elementary research methods for the
working., teachers, Elementary research methods should be 'included in
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the syllabus of i3,Ed. courses, Guidance for research workers;
setting up of a proper agency to coordinate the researches in
the field. of secondary education, the free flow of finance for
the purpose and the dissemination of research findings would go
a long way in the..qualitative improveMent of secondary education.;

EDUCATIONAL SOCIOLOGY

539 MARKER. N 8.1 ,Investigation into the extant of knowledge
regarding sex,and prevailing vi.ews regarding intermingling
of adolescents, of teachers at secondary school level, in the.
City of Bembay.., Journal of the Cnjarat ,Research' Society 1972,
34(1/133); 12.49.:

The study is based on the responses of 320 tee.clier...traineos
belonging to ile.nsraj College of Education, St, Xavier's Academy
of Educp.tion, and PVDT Woments College in both Marathi and GUj arati
sections, to a questionnaire containing 21 questions concerning
with elementary knowledge on, sex th,e social aspect of
adolescent life, The respondents were elassitied as those
holding Master's or Bachelor's Degree, those holding Arts or
Science Degrees, and those who are single or married. An
of the data indicates that the subjects had limited.knowledge
regarding bex... BOweVer, with rogiirci to the 'Benin]. aspect of
adolescent'`iife; the teachers did not believe in segregation of
the sexes though a few disfavoured the sOcializatioff outaide the
school. The group as a whole was against any physical contact
between a.cioleacents or dissemination of information on Family
Planning methods; Majority of the ;teachers were in favour of
the introduction of sex education in sohools. It has been
suggesteci that the 'teaChers shoUld be educated: regarding facts
concerning :human reproduction and related matters in 0olleges
of eclucatien, Sox eduCation in secondary sChooleidhould be
planned to develop right attittidea in pupils ;regarding sex,-

EXAMINATION MD EVALUATION

540 AIYA. S V C: school examination. -Rajasthan Board Jdurnal of
EduCation 1972, 8(1; 2), 71.6.

A number of 'innovations that could be introduced by stages in school
examinaticxi haVe been described. Restricting the 'scope of public
examinations' to find out'if the:objectives of a curriCulUm have been
realiZed and `conducting 'separate tests like aptitUde or prediction
teats 'and endurance testa for specifin purposes, and grading pupils
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into 5 groups on the basis of continuous evaluation throughout
the school year are some important suggestions. It has been
recommended that ultimately schools should be granted
autonomous status so that they would be responsible for
evaluating and grading the pupils.

541 ININDSEUR W N: Evaluation in schools. Poonal Shri Vidga

Prakashm 1971. vi, 382p. 23 ref,

This book consists of 18 chapters covering different aspects--
of measurement and evaluation, followed by two appendices. The
eighteen chapters are divided into two sections. First section .4

techniques of evaluatian.. contains discussion on* 1) the concept
of evaluation; 2) objectives and their classification;
3) instructional. objectives; 4) objectives of teacher education;
5) learning experiences; 6) unit plan; 7) unit test;
8)- standardization of a test; 9) .charactoristics.of measuring

instruments; 10.412) tools of evaluation; 13) internal assessment,

second section. statistical methods "4 inclu.des 14) frequency

distribution; 15) measures of contra" tendency; 16) measures of
variability; 17) measures of relationship; 18) the normal curve.
The appendices give objective based test items in mathematics,
iihglish: geography, civics and science,

n.

542 NIURA I-1 ilducational aspects of internal assesSment,
Raj asthan Board Journal of Education 1972, 8(3.12) , 32-9,

A brief outline of the new comprehensive scheme of pupil
evaluatiOn encompassing various aspects of pupil growth
launched by the Rajasthan Board of Secondary Education has
been. given, Unlike the earlier practi cC of assigning 10%
marks to internal .assessment in external 'examinations,. a
separate certificate is issued by the schools for internal
assessment. along with the Board's certificate, 'rho educational
implications of the different areas of pupil evaluation
included2.in thescheme-personal and family backgroUnd data,
physical health data, intelligenCe test data, scholastic
achievement data, .data-on'personal and social qualities, and
data en :interests' and attitudes,. have been disoUssed, Maintaining
conetent,toUCh with the guardians through prOgreSs.reports,
letters complaint and commendations:- etc. and 'developing an
integrated picture' of the ,Pupil are the main objectives of
the schcmne, The main cMphabis is 'on the assessment of the pupils
directed.toWards..their'edUcatienal development and not an
assignment of grades and marks.
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543 MISRA S. S, MISBA J B: Introduction to the assessogram

in evaluation of classroom learning. Indian Journal of Psychology

1972, 47(.3), 269.81, 1 ref,

The progress of classroom learning is usually shown by norms,

profiles, cumulative records, class analysis charts, report,

cards, etc, These ,methods have their limitations,, There is

en urgent need for the teacher to have an overall 'picture of

the lesson-wise progress of the whole class as well as individual

students .for the sake of effective teaching, The technique of
assessegrem has been devised to achieve these ends and to remove
all the discrepancies of the present success records in vogue,
EValuation is generally centred around the following points:

a) individual scorermarks obtained, grade, rank, next movement;

b) progress of the class as a wholo.- number and percentage of

passes and failures; 6), prpportional study in the grades;
d) drops, absentees, ,and crossovers; e) comparative study of

achievements after each lesson i) of the individual, and'
ii) of the class; f) general.. trends of progress i) static
or constant,. ii) dynamic; g) . 1) high, ii) normal;

and iii) low. ASSO6BC*27EZI is a device in which all 'these'
composite factors of _evaluation are assembled on a' single sheet

of paper. The basic data required for constructing an assessogram
may be in the form of raw scores., percentagess. stanciard scores*
percentiles, norms, ranks or grades, in the progress of classroom
learning. The assessogrm is represented at agramatically. The
steps usually taken in the construction of an assessogram have
been detailed.

544 RASTOGI K G: Betterment of leariiing through oral examinations,
Raj asthan Board Journal of Education 1972, 8(1, 2), 2831, 5 ref,

Oral examinations not only improve the academic learning of the
child but also his 'personality, Some of the advantages
regarding the first aspect are: 1) doubts are cleared as supplemen»
tary questione are possible;.' 2) the persons concerned are
required to have a thorough command over the subject; 3) normally;
oral communication does not need any introduction or conclusion,
leaving time for more, useful tasks; 4) .the examiner can inquire
as to why the candidate has given a particular answer in a
particular way, Thechildts personality is developed in the
following ways: .1) the child acquires the habit of listening to
others and the ability. to understand what they' Say; 2) the
personality of the child revealed through his speech is helpful
in the task of its..development; 3) a feeling of self.confidence
is developed in the child and it contributes to the efficacy of
any mental task,
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545 RAY S Kt. Examination reform - some suggestions.
'Hindusthan Standard 23 December 1972, p.6, cols. 3...8, 800 words.

Some of the Surtestians'are: 1) making teaching and evaluation
continuous and simultaneous as far as practicable; ,2) abolishing
the 'Vasa or Fail" ssrsteat and instead, giving detailed reaults
in different subjecte;. 3) introducing five-point grading in the
place of hundred and one' point cardinal marking; 4) changing the
pattern of queStion papers; 5) introducing an all-India graduate
record examination' to select the best among the graduates; 0)
6) decentralizing the adthinistration of examinations; 7) reserving
certain 'percentage of marks' for internal assessment;. 8) taking
into accOunt the'intitake relationship between instructional objec-
tives and evaluation objectives while drawing up any national
edUCational. Plan,

546 'SAMUEL, K t.:1 SOUNDARARATA RiD T R: Views of teachers and
,pupils of high schools towards internal and- external examinations
at SSLC level. Journal of Educational Research and Extension
1972, 9(2), 115-.19,

The sample for the study consisted of 250 teachers and 250
'students' (159 boys and 91 girls) studying in the final year of
schools in Coimbatore District, The teachers were administered
an attitude scale to measure their strength of attitude
towards internal and external. evaluation and a questionnaire
eliciting information regarding their personal data, views on
certain aspects of evaluation, the alms and objectives, paper
setting and valuation of answer books. The questionnaire for
the pupils was of the same pattern as that of the teachers'
questionnaire. The results are as follows: 1) teachers

generally have a neutral attitude towards the method of
assessment; .2) the younger teachers seem to be more neutral
than the Old teachers who still favonrexternal assessment;
3) the internal assessment scheme is-not faVoured because of
the fear that dishonesty, vindictive feelings, personal bias,
etc, will-'mar the whole schesio;, 4) both teachers and students
agree that such factors as character and conduct, regUlarity in
attendance, participation. in sports shoUld all be taken into
conSfdaratice 'assessment.' In ;keeping with these findings
appropriate reCommendatiOne have'been made to ensure 'speedy
reform 'of exaMination,systeM,'

547 . satx 'H St' '.:Trends' in ,ekaminatiori reform in
HIE Jourital,'1972i 6(6) L4e 7

The comprehensive programme of examination reform launched
by the Ministry of Education in 1958 has been further.
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developed by the National Council of Educational .. Research and.
Training. The following' are the overall trendsin examination reform

whfl.oh. have been in vogue now for the last 10 years: 1) from
arbitrariness to systematization, '2) from evaluation of merely
academic achievement -to the evaluation of pupil growth in both
acadento and non-aca,demic areas, 3) from periodical evaluation to
continuous evaluation, 4) frcim fewer techniques of evaluation to
variety of techniqUes, 5) from limited uses of test results to
wider uses of the same, 6) from measurement. of achievement to
improvement of achievernent, 7) from the treatment of testing in
secluSion to its treatment in relatiOn .toother elements of the
curriculum. Trends in the reforin' of written examinations: a) !frcm
standardised traditional 'form to a more flexible purposeful form
of question papers, b) from testing memorization to testing of
ether higher abilities, c) from limited coverageof the syllabus
to its effective coverage, d) from the use of one form of questions
to the use of a variety of forms, e) from fewer questions to a
larger number. of questions, f) from over-all options to limited
options, g) from vague questions to specifically worded questions,
h) from' sub)eotive-sbering to objective scoring. The trends in
the reform of practical examinations:" .a) from the evaluation of the
product of .practicals .to the evaluation of both.the process and
the product,. b) from a limited coverage to a wider coverage of
skills, .c) from Eirbitary to a more valid and objective.scOring.
Trends in the, reform of oral examinations a) from narrow to brOad-
based eyaluation, b) frem subj-ect-based te''expressierii-baSed'
evaluation, c) from arbitary to a more rational and Scientific
scoring.

EXTRA-CURRICULAR ACriwriES

. .

548 AitHRIA Ca;..curriCular 'activities - need of the hour,
Educati.cnal POruin 1972 17(3-4)

The need for iincouraging co-cUrri cul activities in schools -;

has been stressed, .Suggesti onEi include: 1) : creating a'suitable
school setting_ in which pupils discharge' their duties;
2) organi sing .activity:. programmes: suited to . childron 's interest
-and experi enceS as an ihtegrai p art. 'of scpool curriculum;
3) correlating athletics, trips, excursions, cinema shows,
dramatics etc, with curricular work; ;and 4) organising teacher's
workshops to provide teachers a knowledge of the entire Co-,
curricular. programme, Proper SUperv'tsion and administration
and continuous evalliatiOli of the copcurri cut air acti vi ties are
essential. Adequate financial suppert shotild be ensured. to
carry an these activities.
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549 &me suggested out -.of- school sciaice activities. School

Science 1971, 9(2) i 147-56.

The out of School activities have been .discussed with particular
reference to developing countries under the headings - science
clubs, science competitions, science fairs, camps rnd science

courses I popular Sci ence centres and museums, Institutionalization

or establishment of governmental departments in developing
countries has been favoured for coordinating the out of

school science activities. The roles of thqNIIKIT and the Indian
Association for Extracurricular Activities in promoting such
science activities in the country have been described.

FIN ANC.E

550 . CATARAT, . EDUCATION ANP LABOUR DEPARIMMT. Report of the
oommittee on college. finances 1971:- Gandhinagar, the Department,

19 71, V, 129P,,

The Government of Gujarat constituted a committee under the
chairmanship of a retired Judge, Shri N 0 Shelat to 1) examine
the financial structure of the science colleges and some hard
cases of Arts Colleges; 2) to suggest how this deficit can be

met, a) by the management of colleges by effecting economies
and otherwise; b)- by the Government through appropriate
modifications within the existing pattern of grant...in-aid and
0) by raising fees; 3) to make any other recommendations
germane to the main terms of reference. A brief ,report of the

conclusions and recommendations in regard to the above terms
has been given,

FORMS OF EDUCATION

551 Education by Post, University News 1972, 10(12), 3,

Some of the recommendations made by the first national seminar
on correspondence education are: 1) a research study of the
present state of correspondence education in India be undertaken
by the University Grants Commissim; 2) a joint committee of the
University Grants. Commission and the Inter -university Board be
made to advise the universities en the organization of corres..
pondence education; 3) ensuring that there is no needless
duplication of correspondence education programmes;
4) providing financial. and other assistance to the needy
students; 5) making provision for the supply of a certain
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eitiwast-
minimum number of basic textbooks, if and when post-graduate
courses are .started through correspondence; 6) setting up a
wide network of study centres for students taking correspondence
courses;. 7) instituting a rosearch and planning unit in every
institute of correspondence education to ensure that tho
teachers cultivate special skills needed for lesson-writing,

- -.., .- ..

552 Open university L lditorialj. Tribune 17 October 1972,
p4149 cols, 1, 2,, 600 words,

It has been opined that an open university with no need for a
campus and connecting facilities should be a success in India
where higher education is inaccessible to the poor, A good
deal. of flexibility and inter-disciplinary approach will
attract students from all walks of life. Since the open
universities will confer degrees also, there will be lesser
demand for .traditional. universities, However, the problem of
eckicateduneinpleymait will be aggravated, Hance, it has been
suggested that open universities be accompanied by increasing
opportunities for employment.

GUIDNICE Ain 00UNSELLING

-553 RAIN 'It: Guidance of adolescents, role of Parents and
teachers, Secial ACtion 1972, 22(4), 346 -60.

264

It is suggested that goal-guidance approach would be appropriate
to the changes and challenges of the adolescent period. tal the
forces that influence the young an the road to maturity have to
be conSidered. This will give a developmental picture of the
totality of adolescent experience and. of the dynamic relationship,
between. events and the emerging personality of the adolescent*
In doing so, it is pointed out, the role to be played by parents
and teachers in guiding adolescents to function according to
social expectations:in the -richest sense of the term will suggest
itself. The following areas in which the parents and teachers
have to play their roles have been discussed: 1Y. physical guidance,
2) mental guidance, 3) emotional. guidance, 4Y social guidance,
5) moral guida.n.,%
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554 PUNJAB. DIRECTORATE OF EMPLOYMENT, STATE VOCATIONAL 71IDANCE
UNIT: Study to determine the nature and levels of vocational
aspirations and vocational maturity of higher secondary school
students. Chandigarh, the D.1.:-,Jeterates, 1971.. ,15p

Tho present survoy was designed with clear objectivo of
dotorndning the levels of vocational thinking of highor
secondary school students in relation to thoir
031.13,-IS of studies. , One thousand six hundrod
and forty one students of both soxos studying in the

ZI 03.6-03 in tho yoar 1970-71 of various schools wore
subjected to this survoy. Tho results of present oxperimcntal
study have pointed out that 1) the students studying in Xi
class of highor secondary schools have not attained
vocational maturity; 2) parents exert much influenco in shaping
the destinies of thoir ,children as compared to teachers;
3) socio-oconomic status has deep rolationship with vocational
aspiration and maturity; 4) students* lack knowledge about the
world of work and it calls for introducing systematic mothod of
imparting guidance of world of work as the part of thoir
curriculum, The following suggestions have been put forth:
1) students coining from low middle class families need to be
supported and encouraged psychologically and economically in
the shore of scholarships, financial assistance, so that ;:heir
talents and abilities find proper expression; 2) toachors.nood to
take more interact in the welfare of students;
3) parents need to be kept informed abOut vocational guidanc4
latest job opportunities,, employment trend, etc; 4) world of
work needs to be introduced in the educational curriculum;
5) students at higher secondary lovel need to be evaluated en
the scientific basis as to inform than about their aptitudo,
level of intolligcnce, abilities otc; 6) guidanco activities
involving students, parents and teachers noed to bo evolved
for. the general welfare and betterment of student community,.

555 VELAYETRAN NAIR...K: Psychological bases of vocational
guidance, !Meerut Moenakshi Prakashans 1972,
vii, 221p.

Tho prosont study is an attempt at discussing tho various aspects of
dovelsvmkintal vocatianal.guidance and tho psychological.

principlosundorlying it, 'This study consists:of throo parts.
Tho introductory chapter gives an account of the oarly
boginningsof vocational guidanco, tho weed for guidanco and
the dovelopmont of the concepts of guiclenco through tho various
phases of its practico, Tho second chapter discusses the pre..
scientific mothods, such as astrology, phrenology, palmistry end
graphology, that havo boon cmployod in the profession of
vocational guidanco, Tho third chapter traces the history of
psychological testing rnd the various aspects of modorn
scientific guidenco, theory and practice. Part II is concerned
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with diaeussing the different aspects of developmental vocational
guidance. Chapter 4 examines the developmental tasks of tho
individual including his vocational dcrielopmental tasks, and
chapter 5, aspects of dovolopmontal vocational guidnnco from the
homo to the school and boyond. Chapter 6 discusses the special
importance of group procedures in tho developmental schema of
vocational guidanco and chapter 7, the moaning and significance of
ecloctic testing in this guidance programmes, Part III analyses
the psychological bases of vocational guidance. Chaptors 8, 9 and
10 aro concornodwith analysing the concopts of intolligence,
aptitudos and intorosts and their importanco in guidance programmos,
Chapters 11 and 12 deal with the personality bases of
vocational guidance. The psychanotric and dynamic theories of
personality which .form tho bases of currant vocational guidanco
practices are exanined and their limitations as far as developmental
vocational guidanco is concerned arc discussed in these chapters.
Chapter 13 proposes a' personality model'accaptablo to the
developmental vocational guidancO.

HIGHER EDUCATION

556 AMEMLAGAR COLLEGE,- AHNUTNAGAR (Maharashtra)t- Profile

of a college - a:self-study of Ahnednagar Colloge, Ahmednagar,

BambaytNnchiketa. Publicatichs$1972, ni,'247N. 59 rof.

The University Grants 'Commission in its .deport al:Standards of
University raucation,*comtionded certain steps to improve the
quality of eduCation in tho colleges and universities. lbw...
first stof,'iocommondod was' self -study by institutions of higher
learning to assess tho quality of tho work being dono and
suggest ways of improvement. This self -study project was
undertaken during 1967-68, Following are tho chapter hoadingst
1) self -study praject; 2) two docados of Abmodnagar colloger.
3) purpose of tho colic*); 4) academic.evaluation.ofthe college .

in tho light of tho UGC standards; 5) departmental reports;
6) tho teaching staff; 7) tho students; 8) students, progress':
of i assessment; 9) administration; 10)..co-curricular programme;
11) extansion'servicos;.12). studont-residancos and food services;
13) expansicd'of bdildingstructuro; 14) main recommondations,
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557 ILTBACH P G: University in transition - an Indic case

study, Bombay, Sindhu ,Publications, 1972, vii, 136p,. 92 ref,

This volume looks at the history of the University of Bombay,
examines its administrative structure, analyzes its colleges

and the relationship of the colleges to the university

administration. Also discusses the impacts of political,

economic and social forces c the educational standard in the

oxpnding higher education in Indian universities in general

The following are the contents: 1) the university caltext

2) the colleges,- 3) the colleges some case studies,
4) politics of a large university; 5) conclusion,

558 GAIJTAZI G S: Crisis in the temples of learning. New Delhi 9

8. ChEnd & Co., 1972, vii, 136p,

Through .a series.of essays en investigation is made of the
problems of university education in India. Th.? phenomenon of

recurring .crises.in the temples of learning is viewed as

manifestations of the. need for constant adjustments of the

pattern of higher education to ever-evolving cciMplex social.

structure. The following are the chapter headings: I) ideas
and ideals of university; 2) origin of university education in

India; 3) modern university education under the British rule;

4) efforts for change after independonce; 5) Commissions - their

repo,^ts and implanentatien; 6) problems facing the university;

7) un versity autonomy -,a lofty ideal; 8) medium ok instruc-
tion and examination; ..9) teachers, .the:builders 'of the universities;

10) student unrest 7 an unprecedented phenomenon; 11) examinations
athreat to university education; 12) pathetic stories of
university finrnces;. 18) university administration...need for its

streamlining,

559 NitiSUKHAN/ G. S: Crisps 'in Indian universities. New Delhi,
Oxford,..1972, XVi 211p. 66 ref.,

This is a collection of essays by several authors, The following

are the topics discussed: 1) crisis in Indian universities;
2) universitY autonomy; 3) standards; 4). examinatien reform;
5) wastage in higher education; 6)' open university project;

7) role of university in adult education; 8) university extension;
ego .and..the, community; 13) problems of affiliated colleges;

..11) studs* t. vielence;12) student :participation;

13) segregation qf sexes in Indian universities;
14) women in Indian *universities; 15) science education

. and research,
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560 RAY A: Crisis in higher oducation, Hindusthen Standard

6 November 19.72, p..4, cols, 2-5. 1700 words,

561

'rho indiscriminate growth of higher education has boon tho causo
of all tho maladies afflicting the academic world in West Bengal,
No sorious effort has boon madoto cator to the noods of rural
and urban caratUnitios and doviso studios aporopriato to oach

of than, Rural education should havo two broad obj octivos:
1) equipping tho villagorn for the now tasks of citizenship and
ii) footling, thodevoloping noods of agriculture and rural
industries, Tiro major problan of Calcutta University is. it is
pointed out, its huge size and 41 othor ailments such as low
standard, bureaucratisation of university administration, otc.

flow from this The following suggestions aro made:
1) splitting up Calcutta city into three zones for academic
purporie and link up oach of than to ono of the univorsitios in

the city; 2) framing a rational time-bound employment policy
with a view to restricting higher oducaticn; 3) reorienting tho

syllabus, tho stylo of toaching and examination in such a way
as to inculcate anong students analytical acumon; 4) promoting
toachcrs on the basis of continuous academic porforinanco;
5) making tho prospective employers conduct their oar .examinations
for employmont purposos thus delinking university dogroo with
omployment,

SHAH A B :. Liborato higher education, Hindustan Timos
20 December 1972, p.9, cols, 3-6, 1100 words.

It is suggostod that students should bo mado to pay by way .

of foes the entiro cost of .higher education, There should
of course be provision for loan scholarships for deserving
students who could repay tho loan once they start earning,
The following advantages will ensue from such a moasuro:
1) students will tako oducation soriously; vice - chancellors,

principals and teachers will havo to be more responsive to
the, noods and aspirations of tho students; 3) universities can
orlj oy greater academic freedom and resist extraneous pressures,

HIGHER TaCHNICAL AND VOCATIONAL IWIJCATION

: '
56 2 ANNgAL OONFERENCII OF: THS INDIAN1 MSOCIATION FOR T113 ADV/24CediNT.

OF MEDICAL 3DUCATION, .11TH' POONA.. raiBRUARY 1972: L Procoedings.j.
Indian Journal of Medical Education 1972, 11(2-3), 77.229.

The confercnco discussed the following topics: 1) tho national health
plan end tho concopt of health toam; 2) composition end education of
tho health toam; 3) further education of the health team and its
carcor planning; 4) interphaso between the health tom and tho
community; 5) resoarch and evaluation in medical. education,
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563 BHATTACHARYA I C: 'Pharmacy graduates' and pharmacology;
Indian Journal of Pharmaceutical Education .1972, 6(2) 9, 29, 30,

Pharmacy graduates- having a background of drug.:oriented
education should 'be 'metivated for studies in pharmacology.
Pharmacists' are trained in 'theoretical and practical. aspects
of mid 'in ancillary; subj eats of phyai ()logy,
anatomy, microbiology, bioChemistry, d .'PharriaceUti Cal
chemistry" Whereas 'the studentS..of other sciences are .trained
only to their profasSicnal requirements. -ThUss' a pharmacy
graduate .pOSBOSSOS .a basic porspoctiVe for the study and
practice of pharmacology, .:1.16Wevers pharmacy graduates. do not
go for higher dogma in pharm.acolegy due to the following
roasonS: 1) pharmacy training in 'India is supervised by the
All-India.Council of TechniCal Iklubation and schools of pharmacy
aro constituent parts' of .technological institutes; furthers
the association of pharmacy schoolS with Medical institutions
has been.unaatisfaatory resulting in neglect of biological
aspects of.'the training; .2) in many schools the teaching of
anatomy, Physiology td pharmacology has been unsatisfactory as
the subjects aro taught by'part-time medical practitioners;
3) tho denial of adMissions to pharmacy gradu.e.tes into
the departments of pharmacology of medical institutions uas
hindered tho training of pharmacy graduates in pharmacology.
Coordinated and correlated efforts in proper plannin.g of
pharmacology courses has been sought to improve. the situation.

564 PRATIATAD CAC: Measuronient of training effectiveness a.
quantitative approach. Economic and Political WeeklY11972S.
7(48) i M169-M178;,' '

Training investments. Ire hard, to measure. To b6 able to
reducethe prOblem 'complexity to a rianageablo level, a concoptual
fraite*Orks Which breaks down the training investment into .

'Action Training' and iDevOlopmcntal Training' is suggestOd .

Motion Training by definition is easily related immediate
organixatiCnal hoods and therefore. the 'iipstato. da bo
qu an tified,Development al Training returns' are:mere difficult to
identify end theroforo' a gross loVelmoasure cm a periodi
basis cn the- total real.'assets including litinan assets is
suggested ..coupled withqualitatiVe 'Measures, While action
training packages-:can beevaluatod cn a 'project-by-project
basis using the previous value criterion,. developmental
training -dcies not lend itself 'for such analYsis, Investments
in both aCtion..and.developmental training ;.. are capitalised
and amortised.. by oxtending the traditional accounting concepts.
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565 SESHADRI C, V; New Eexperimen.t in teaching. Hindu
November 1972, p,B,!cols, ,3-6, 2Q00 .words.

The following are the main features of a new method of teaching
adopted by the, author in an engineering, course: 1) it is a system
of self-paced instruction; 2) it is a personalised system of
instruction with up routine lectures; instead, .class. time is used
to sit down with' each student to explain aspects of the
subject that are unfamiliar or difficult, special lectures. are
given at intervals. for perspective or.,to review. a group of

facts or applications; 3) the student is assigned a series of
tasks to masterand he is tested with quizzes in which he
satisfies the instructor; then he is allowed to proceed to the next
task; 4) there' is no common examination to test all students at the
same time; the .student is. deemed to have: completed the course once
he has satisfied the instructor, about his mastery of a pre-
determined body of knowledge in the.,subject; the grades in the
course depend on successful. completion of the course within. the
duration of the 'semester, ;The. .actual .working of the new method
has been detailed. Two survey,.questionnaires conducted, among
students, one .during the course and another at the end of the
course confirm that the method has been successful.

566 SINGH K P: Health.echtcatien in teaching hospitals,
NIHAE Bulletin 1972, 5(2), 122-6,

It is observed that teaching hospitals can be developed as model
centres of healthoduce.tion, for other. hospitals to follow,,
Planning of health education includes ,careful coordination of
various activities an all opportune times throughout the year
with deliberate Scheduling of emits to be carried out in
predetermined sequence. Opportune time for health education in
the in-doer department ,is during doctoris.,round, nurse's round,
sponging, bath, etc. outpatient area more emphasis should be laid
in obr3tetriCs .and gynaecology:and paediatrics clinics,:
There is an absolute necessity to, organise. health; education art
team coneept A preventive atmosphere should be built up in
the hospital ;-to make all hospital staff health, education minded.
at all. times. Tho material needed are a typewriter, duplicating
machines film projectors microphone, charts, maps, etc,
The present ,hespitalc staff.. can be used as health; educators
after a short, orientation, training programme, The three
stages of effective implementation of health education are:
1) identifying the needs and interests of the community for such
educaticnt. the factors governing the diseases and health of an
individual.,should:be ascertained; his behaviour should be
thoroughly observed with special emphasis on the social, economic,
educational and emotional aspects; 2) the adequate implOmOntati on
of various health education programmes; 3) the evaluation of the
programme and its revision from time to time,
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56 7 SRIVASTAVA G p: Pharmacy education in India. Indian
Journal of PharMaceutical Education 1972, 6(2), 2-25.

-. ....
.

The history of pharmacy 'education in India has been traced and
an overall review of .pharniaey education in the U.K. and under..
graduate pharmacy education in made. Discussing the
present scheme of 4-year B. Pharm, education 'followed at 13,11,U
Institute of Technology, it has, been stated that the time
ascribed for teaching and for practical work is inadequate.
Thus, to cover the course content and to raise the standards of
pharmacy education, the number of working days should be
increased] Moreover, the teaching load in each class in terms
of the number of papers and practicals as also the course
contents being high, the number of papers and practicals should

reduced, the outmoded topics removed from the course content,
and now topics introduced. The useful areas of knowledge such
as biophexmaceutics, radio pharmacy,,drug dealing, institutional
(hospital) Pharmacy, .biological pharmacy, pharmaceutical engineering,
bkochemi cal pharmacology, pharmacotherapeutice, .and advances
in pharmacology should be introduced in' 'postgraduate programMea-
of pharmacy education, This.Could be done by c-,xtz ding APharin
ocur::c. to 5 years, the firSt, 4 ,years containing common
subjects and the fifth year offering 'electives. The tentative
scheme proposed for 5 year undergraduate pharmacy education
has been 'listed as. follows: 1)_ in no class the number of
subjects/sub-subjeects.(papers) be more the 7 in each academic
session;" 2) the course content of each paper be covered in 60
period lectures and 120 period practicals; 3). the duration of
each, lecture be 50 minutes; 4) the orthodox.. dispensing be
included in tho.medified form of 'prescription pharmaCy' so as
to 9ia ble'.the graduates 'to iget.rOistered as pharmaceutists;
5), hygiene:being a-meagre' topics the.Pharmacyi.Council of India
be reqUested not to insist on this, as an essential requirement
for the :approval of B, 'Phan-1i. courses; 6) the'stUdy' of eleptives
in' the'final year shouid'not be taken to replace. the courses of
study at the pbetgraduate level. in outline of 6-year R...Pharm
course recommended for -Indian Universities,. the syllabi of :!

....courses -adopted in .tondenUniversity 8,' Pharm and of courses in
undergraduate 'PharmacY2in the, school of-, Pharmaey, State. University
of 'Now York Buffa.le'have boon appended, '

568 VENKATESWARAN 4: Integrated undergraduate' curriculum in
electrical and electronics engineering, IEE411Elt Proceedings
India 19 72, 106) .146.42,

Students prossessing higher secendary certificate, intermediate
certificate and B,Sc degree will all aspire to becano engineers,
At present there are, separate 5 year, 4 year and 3 year engineering
degree schemes. If all these schemes are properly integrated into
a multiple entry engineering scheme, there will bo more well..
trained engineers, The outlines of such a multiple entry scheme
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have been presented Linder: science,core, engineering core and
electrical and electronics engineering cores, The additional

advantage of this,scheme is that say, a mechaniCal engineer can

also becoMe an electrical engineer by ,further 'attending fourth

and fifth year. -clasaes in electrical .engineering,

HISTORY

569 . LBMILR G W: History of indigenous education in the Punjab
since annexation and,in 1882, Patiala, Punjab, Language Department,.
1971,. various :pagination.

The annexation. of punSab took place in 1849. The history of
indigenous education since 1849, to 1882 has been detailed, The

book is a. reprint of 1882 edition,

.INSPRCTION

570 MAHIJCV J M: School principals and .training for supervision,
NIB Journal 1972 6(6), 15..1.7.

It is obserVed that supervisich,has not been properly understood
and it is taken in the restricted sense of inspection, Far
from being helpfUll the visits by inspectors or education officers
are a sburCe of. groat anxiety and tension for teachers and principals,
Supervision to a large` extent is the function .of the head of the
schoel,::The principals, of schools ha.ve to be properly equipped for
it, 11?Ore.'should be orientation pregraMme for the serving
principals,. The training, colleges should introduce a course in
supervision and completion pf such a course should. be made .

compulsory for abpointment of now principals* The course content
should include the following theoretical knoviledge 1) concept of
supervision; 2) human relations in supervision; 3) academic
leadership, including techniques of supervision; 4) the role of
physical facilities in effective supervision; 5) adult
psycholOgy;. 6) supervision in school subjects;, :..7) supervision
in advanced Cotintris41;8), history of supervision in India,
Business management techniques, suitably modified can alsO be
helpful in educational administration...
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INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND III DS

571 SAINI 13 Ks Use of audio-visual materials in social education
in Punjab. Indian Journal of ".adult Education 1972, 33(10)1, 11-13,

The 'sample for the study consisted of 70 Social Education Workers
and 300 students of Social Education, glestionnaire, Interview and
observation metheds.were'used to collect the necessary data. It

was found that 41 the ,'workers were making use of traditional
instructional material, while only 3% of the workers were using
radio and 2% films, They were not even aware of the sources from
which they could obtain the audio-visual material and were not
trained regarding the use of these aids. Both the workers and
the students reported that though the latter had keen interest in
the modern instructional aids, their availability was very scarce,
It has been Suggested that the workers should be trained in the
use of. audio-visual material, given such aids for use at the
centres, involved in the preparation of these aids and consulted
regarding the kind and timing of radio lessons.

LITERACY

. . . .
512

i KUNZRU .H N: Illiteracy and education, Hitavada, Sunday
Magazine 1 October 19721: P,;4, cols, 7, 8, p. c, cols. If 2.
1250 words.

According to 1971 censust the, percentage of literacy in India
is only 29,3%. Illiteracy 'is highest in the age group of 15 to
44 years and ft is increasing. It is imperative to focus the
maximum education effort at this age group and the education has
to be job- oriented, and productive, 'Apart- from- schools education
rem...minims:led by the EduCa.tion Commission (1964-60) will be the most
suitable programme in this regard. Illiteracy is widespread in
the rural areas, the hill, areas and the economically backward
areas,. and among Women., practiCal need-oriented adult education
effort is needed for this,

MORAL 'EuucAnoN

573 KEDAR, . Is1ATH:: Guidelines for moral.education in .schoOls,
Cenbesee News and Views .1972,-.,8(3),_ ,

Building up Character is an essential aim -of education. Moral
'education is necessary for this and it has to be based upon
Universally accepted, code of morality embodying ethical and socic
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social values.. TruthfulneSs, henesty, sOcialjuStice,
trustworthiness, sympathy, kindness, sense of duty, punctuality,
obedi en co, adherence to law, cooperativeness, patriotism,
etc, have to be inculcated in various degrees. A well...chalked

otit 'syllabus' commensurate with the ago andstage of

development of the children is necessary. Story books and books

of adventure, lives of greatmen and readings from roligious
books :etc, have a,place'in this ,behalf, The teaching of various

subjects Of study afford ample 'Opportunities for imparting moral
values:to children; '.Moral .instruction can also be activity-
based Such as Scouting, co.:curri cular and extracurricular activities,

574 SRINIWASA'RAGEAVAN A V: Distractions outside the school and

how to counteract than. 'Educational Forum 1972, 17(3 -4), 81.13.
. , . .

The' comMen '.distractions to teenagers outside the school are the
theatre,' unhealthy printed literature, the politiesl platform, the
mania for toWn life and the narrow materialistic bent of mind that
the socioty betrays, Suggested remedies include, 1) giving' full

scope for the display of pupils' histrionic talents while teaching
lessons/ 2) making school magazine interesting to pupil S

3) seeking the cooperation of parent - teacher association to
tackle the distra.ction of the political platform; 4) instilling
in pupils a love for village life by organising suitable project
.programmes and organising moral lessons and programmes of meditation,
dino:uroTls en teachings of Buddha and Samakri.shna, lectures cn the Gita,
the ICuzilo the. 4iran., and the n4ible in Schools to bring about'

emotional refinement. in pupil Et

POLICY RID PLANNING

575 ABRA11,41 A St maaol .schools plan - nurturing a new elite.
Times of India 19' December -1972, p. 8, cols. 3-5 1200 words.

The. draft Of the Fifth Five-year Plan-for dducaticn does not
specify how. the 'proposed model schools 'are going to bo superior
and bettor than the regular schools, Shile some suggestions are
vague, others do not appear to be part of an overall pattern of
educational reconstruction worked out in detail. A huge
expenditure has been proposed, for setting up these schools. However,

such expenditure cannot be justified In tb absen.co of my specific
details of the kind of education they intend to provide, The
model schools should be free. frcm the shackles of elitism plaguing
the proiont iehool -60teir4 and ShoUld be marked out' from the other
schools by their SUperi014 'oducatithar content,
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576 ADISESHIAH M S: Education, futility of aggregative approach.
Economic and Political Weekly 1972, 7(42), 23.05,2106,

Discusses the'meeting of the Central Advisory Board of Education
(CABS) convened to consider the draft Fifth Plan proposals of tho
Rducatian Ministry, While detailing the Mats
strategy for the fifth Plan, the following observations aro made:
1). the CABE has not paid attention to the problems of student
violence and teacher. strikes; 2) the CABS should have considerod
the problem of increasing unemployment and unerployability of
the educated; 3) the proposed plan outlay of Rs, 3200 croros is

unrealistically high, It is pointed out that the work-based
curriculum in the out of school education should be
built not around .sung artificial work situations created in the
school but around the actual work done by girls at hallo and boys
in the fiold, factory or office, In matters like education which
is basically a local affair, all-India planning meetings should
be concerned with estabblishing strategies and coordination of local
plans if such meetings are not to gat lost in futility of
aggrega.tivo and macro level generalisationSe

577 ABUJA Y L: Some statistical techniques in manpower planning.
Manpower Journal 1972, 8(2), 67-87,

The following. .statistical tool-aliquots that axe used in manpol,ver

planning have been discussed: 1) corrolatf..ri and regression;

2) probability and stechastic procosses; 4) linear programming;

4) smnpling All these approaches call for adoquate data on

manpower, The data must bo sufficient, accurate and reliable,

578 Do MELLO D M: Medical and health manpower in Nizanabad,
Oiddapah and Nolloro Districts of indhra Pradesh, za
a canparative picture. Manpower Journal 1972, 8(2), 53..66,

The,report on the modical and health manpower in respoct of the
three districts indicatos the position with regard to each
category of persennel, their availability to the population,
rural and urban separately, the sox and age distribution,

qualifications, native place otc. The report has led to the
conclusion that taking together all doctors practising.varicu.s
systems of medicine there is ono, doctor for every 3000 to 3500 of
the population. Taking only allopathic doctors into consideration,
their availability is.1S8000 in Cuddapah and Nollore and 1110000 in
Nizamabad, 'rhe demend for eJ.lopathic doctors is, moro, There is.
need for increasing the supply of allopathic doctors and for ensuring
p rOper distribution of .doctors in rural areas, Thera is also nood
for improving the efficiency of the practitioners of indigerkous
systeMs, the development of medical and health manpewor should bo
undertaken- after intensivo study of the position in each district.
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579 GUPTA "M EdUcatedunemployed in India. Publisherd'
Monthly 197.2i 14(ri)., '8-110:

inalysing the problem of educated unemployment in India* it
has been stated that the imbalance of manpewor to education,
the .slow growth rate of Indian economy, rapid increase in
educational. 'facilities, 'lack of adequate. finance needed to
moot the Vast 'expenditure and undue emphasis on general education
haVe been the main causes' ef the problem. However, the
folloWing steps haVe already boon taken .to.neet the situations
1) tho.contral ministries are being asked by the .Planning
Cammissionto prepare annual placns for 1972..73 with regard to
the need for creating additional employment in rural areas for
the educated such as employ:Rent of teachers in primary schools,'
conducting rural engineering .surveys and setting up of agro-
serVice. centre, .and financial assistance for technical graduates
to het up .small scale industries; 2) the'nOticnalised banks are
'assisting odUcated persons in finding.seltomployment; "'
3) .124iSCOhas.proyided economic assistance and expert. advice. for
several_ schemes. Ibrther, supplementing general education with
vocational education at all levels of school education, introducing
work experience in the educational system, providing special
incentives, to educated farmers and making higher education selective,
in nature have been suggested to Solve the problem tf educated
unemployed,

580 MYSORE STATE SliMIHAR G EDUCAtIGNIAL 13141INING. AND
B(ZIGAL014 NOVEMBER 1960, Report Asian Institute of IitluCatianal.
Planning and .Administration, ge* Delhi, 1970. 58p,

-440-

The seminar covered the following sub)ectss'aY Fourth -Five-Year
Plan. of education in.Mysore; b) pattern and problems of educational
administration in Mysore; c) district educational plan "and
institutional planning; d) community participation and school
improvancsit 'programmes; e) cgalitative improvement of education
not involving much of financial. outlay, A number of recommendations
for the improvement' of educational adminietration in Mysore have
been incorporated in the report,

581. NOW targets in' draft plan for education, Patriot 3 October
19 72, pc2 coils 3.6sp p 9 col 5 1400 words,-' 0 g

.

Some of the proposals in. the draft plan for the Fifth Five-Year
Plan 'area= 1) achievenientof universal: free primary and middle
school' education on 'a priOritybasis;',2) iMprovancnt of standard
by setting Medal' Schools., and upgrdding at least 10% of the
schools to. optimum' ievel .3) introduction of '"a multiple entry
Systan seeking to make entry posSible at the 'ages of 6, 11, .and

-14;. 4) adoption Of a: largo programme` of part-time educatiOn for
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working children; 5). development of .universities. and univorsity
centres; 6) institution of 'multiple colleges of a Own standard
in nowly ostabliahed university centros; 7) expansion of centres
of adv.mced studies; 8) setting tip- of 'autananous..,collogos, The
need for guarding the proposed institutions fr developing into
a now typo bf priVilogOd-class has been underlined.

582 Opinion's of Indian' roturnees from abroad - an interim roport.
Tochni.Cal. Manpower 1972,. 15(10) $

. .

The prosent survoy by tho Division or Scientific and ThchniCal
Personnel, OSIR included those returnees wh6 obtained a degroe,
diploma or a professional eertifiCate during 1959 or later from
dovelopod :countries .(v. +.+A., U.K., Canada, Germany and Franco)
in any branch of .study excepting medical sciences, and
returned to India during .1960 or later, .Stren those who had.
2 .years of highor. education without obtaining a foreign ,degree;
etc.. were included, About 600 .persons, most of than-possessing
hi. gh.cducati opal 'qualifications and employed in educational. and
roscarch institutions respondod to the survey questionnaire
expressing:thei:r -opinions and: feelings on return, after Choy had
been :exposed to.'oy6rsoas environments. -acme of the important
,fin.c.1..r,gs ;aro: 1) only 4% of the returnees regretted their return,
about .46%. felt 'happy to have returned; 2) most of the respondents
(about 90%) felt that the working .facilities and educational
systans were better abroad; on the other hand, 65% felt that
home country was butter in rospect of one's place-in the society;
3) two- fifths of the respondents mentioned the attachment with
parents and family as the most . important reason to returnt
patriotism was mentioned as the. most important reason by fifth
of the scientists, who were the largest group; 4) about tWo....thirds
preferred India tolive and work permanently while
an preferred a developed country,

583 PREKI M Kg,. Irducational planning in Inclia.:-..i.inpncations
of population trends, Noir Delhi.", Sterling Publishers 1972,
xv, . 284p,

This book,,,a prciduct of the author's doctoral work at the-university
of Chicago, deals with three major aspects: 1) the-effect of
differential. growth of pOpul ati on urb aril zati on ald.'in du stri ail iati on
on tho gr,OWth.of litoracy,iind educatiOnal facilities; 2)' population.
proj ecticns as projections of school :-enrolment under di.fferent assump-
tions:of :popUlation growth, and different models .Of enrolment growth,
Sa.ci sna.1.ysis of their implications for educatonai planning and
liquidation of illite!..acy; ,3) .'end development Of tables of .sch061
life tor India,and the State of Madras (Tamil Nadu) and Punjab.
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584 /MUM MA)! K: Education in the Fifth Plan, Ewarajya 1972,

17(14), 1, 2, . .

The Union Education Ministryts proposals for Fifth Plan involving
an outlay of .110.3200 crores have been.reviewed and the following
suggestions offereds.1) effecting no structural change in' the
secondary education and instead, devoting all available money and
effort to bettor training and living conditions for teachers, school
buildings, libraries and laboratories and hostels; 2). giving up
the proposed project for setting up a model secondary school in every
district and a model primary school in every community development
block, as it would be a wasteful diversion of available resources;
3). improving the equipment of colleges and technological institutions;
4)restricting.admission to higher educational institutions;
5) ensuring that professors and lecturers are of the highest_

possible qualifications;. 6) discontinuing .the special .privileges
so far given to the Scheduled Castes and Tribes and considering
merit only. as the solo criterion; 7). providing generous stipends to
all intelligent but poor students; 8) giving priority to universal
compulsory education of children upto the age of 14 and if possible,
recruiting. only graduates as.teachers: at this stage; 9) making science
and mathematics as, compulsory subjects even upto the and of
secondary stage; 10) _encouraging .non-official agencies to .

participate in. all stages of education; 11) enforcing 'no uniformity
regarding. the percentage of students to be enrolled in the Government
and private institutions; 12) tackling effectively the problem of
language and use of mass media,

PESPRIMARY EDUCATION

585 KANSA, M R: Origin and development. of the education, of
infEnts, NIE Journal 1972, 6(6), 8.410,,

. .

The history of infant education has been briefly traced. It

is observed .that-.India has to cover -.a long way. in the field of

preprimary educations., The report ',of the Central Advisory Board

of Education on the post -war educational development in India
(1944) was the first to emphasise the significance of preprimary
education. and ,recommended .adeqUateprovision for Since then
piv-primary.:education.'has.-130011'makingsteady. progress and in
1965036,- the .number ,pre«dprimary 'schools :rose to 3500 and

expenditure was-,-0,;2% of the total. 'educational expenditure, The
.EducationComnission (1964,66) made' an:estimate that if 50% children
of the.' ageo4group-3.5:years ;are brought under 'the purview of .pres.)

primary education,- the. enrolment ..in .1975.416 will be about 500,000
and: in.:-19850486-:.about 2, 4 'million, The .expenditure will be 145% in
1970..76. arid' 1, 2%.in '1.985.86 of ...the total :educational expenditure.

At 'present these are mainly urban institutions. In rural areas
excellent work has been done by the Central Social Welfare Board.
and tho Community Development Administration which taken together
have 2000 e.balwadiest (child care centres) with a total enrolment
of 6001000.
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586 RAT ALAKSHMI MURALIDHARAN: Pro school education, New Delhi,
National Council of Educational Research and Training, 1971,
10p,

The following ways and moans have been'proposod for expansion of
pro-school education facilities: 1) training local wcOsn through
short term courses to run the preschools wherever fully trained
teachers aro not available; 2) devising play materials out of
locally available things.; 3) enlisting the support of tho community;
4) using the services of the primary school teachers, particularly
those of class I; 5) conducting sliort term summer courses in pre..
school education particularly fur children who are to enter class
in the coming year; 6) making use of the mass media particularly TV;
7) setting up mobile nursery schools in areas where trained teachers
are not easily available,

587 SATHYAVATHI K, RAGHAVA G, TIRUMALAMMA B MURTHY H NS
Opinion survey of teachers of nursery school regarding pre-school
education. Journal of Education and Psychology 1972, 30(2),
110.14

The opinions and experiences of 39 nursery school teachers have
boon gathered on. the fellOwing aspects of prerschool education:

a) punctuality of 'children, b) teacher-pupil ratio,. a) working
hours of the school, d) necessity to .meet parents, e). teachers'
advicos to parents, f) competency of tuachors to advise parents,
g) teacher- parent meeting, h)..hcine visit by teacher,

i). difficulties felt by teachers,

PRIMARY EDUCATION

588 SINGARAVSLU V K, FEROZE Ms Difficulties experienced by the
elementary school teachers in conpleting tho fifth standard
syllabus. Journal of Educational Research and Itxtensicn 1972,
9(2), 120-4,

Data for the study were collected by administering a) a specially
constructed Teachers" Problan .chockli st containing 70 problems
to 26 men end 34 women teachers teaching 5th Standard students end
b),a-questiconairo on the school conditions and other p rob' ems
related to schools, to 30 headmasters of Upper Primary schools.
The main findings are as follow: 1) men and women teachers showed
no difference with respect to number of problems faced by than;
2) the reading difficulty of pupils in Tamil, difficulty in
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correlating tho_teaching of anglish roador with tho handbook
and workbook, difficulty in toaching mathematics because of drill
in computation skills at lowor classos, lack of guido books and
reforenco books in Googrnphy and History woro the main academic
probloms felt by toachors; 4) lack of cooporativo spirit in
paronts,,improporpartitions in school buildings, and irrogular
attendenco of pupils woro the other onuses porceivod by teachers,
for thoir inability to comploto portions of tho syllabus on timo;
5) in tho opinion of hoadmastors, irrogular attondanco of pupils,
the delay in the purchase of toxt books by tho pupils; wore tho
chief causos of poor teaching; and 6) hondmastors of rural aroes
opined that tho work of family planning propaganda by teachors
affoctod teaching and completion of syllabus. Provision of
simplo reading practice to pupils using push card techniques,
suitable training to toachers in the use of Anglish Readors,
handbooks and work bookst remedial teaching to overcome
inadequacy of computational skills among pupils, adequate oupply
of history and geogr.phy roforenco, rosourco and guide books,
revitalization of paront-toachor associations havo boon suggostod
to remedy the situation.

READING

589 INDIA. MINISTRT.OP EDUCATI( .1141D SOCIAL WELFARE: Reading
habits of prithary school children in India - a samplo survey.
NoWEtlhil'tho Ministry, 1972. 19p.

This survey was conducted by the Ministryin 88 schools covering
28,495 (24,580 boys and 4,915 girls) students of primary, middle
and secondary classos from all over India. This survey goes to
show lack of requisite facilities for tho growth of roading habits
amongst the school children. The followin measures have boon
.recommended by tho school authorities for tho promotion of
roading habits amongst thoir children: 1) provision of
a) library /reading roan, b) adoquato grant or books for general
reading, c) modorn library books with pictures and illustrations,
d) a poriod for library roading in school timo.table, 0) journals,
magazinos ota:froo of cost by the Government or the Board;

.

2) raising of annual Leo for purchaso of .general. books froM
students or raising of donations from the people; 3) kOoping the
library open aftor school hours,
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590 PAM B Vs Reding comprehensim_in -English of S.S.C.S.
pupils and socio-economic status. Journal of the Gujarat
Research Society 1972, 34(1/133), 8-11,

The study aims, at, testing the hypothesis that there would be
no difference in the performance at reading compre:lension in
Eliglishbetl,voen pupils coming_fran different strata of society,
Data regarding.the reading comprehension in Ithglish of S,S,C.E,
pupils of . Gujarat .schools wore collected by using a reading
comprehension test in standardised by. the author, Four
hundred and forty eight pupils were then divided into upper,
middle and lower strata of socio-economic groups cn the basis of
the data collected through questionnaires regarding the socia.
economic status of the parents of pupils. The sample included
boys and girls from both urban .and rural areas, inalysis and
interpretation of data revealed that pupilsbelonging to upper
class socio-leconomic strata were gold at reading comprehensior.
the pupils of both middle and lower class of the socio-Qconanic
status; Simi 1 arl y, plipiie of middle Olaee socio..econqrnic group
wore better at .reading Comprehension than pupils of lower socio,'
ecCincmic group.

SCHOOL FORMS

591 SINGH R P: Indian Public school New Delhi, Sterling
Publishers, 1972, 140p.

The book is dividedinto ten chapters and contains ;ten appendices,
The first chapter gives a historical retrospect of the public schools
in India,. In concept, design and purpose, the public schools in
India did not resemble their Siglish counterparts, The. second
chapter ,who goes to .a public school, substantiates the facts. about
the limited clientele. of the Indian public schools. In chapter
three entitled !the argument!,,, an adaysis is made of the various
factors which supposedly provide the ground for the continuation
of the...public schools, Chapter four gives the evolution of public
schools, in :Bhg14ad The next chapter gives information about :the
actual working of' a' public _school, The last 'chapter. !Balance .sheett
emphasises that the existence of public schools cannot be justified

' by the .arguments 'of leadership, 'national integration, discipline,
oto,, in the new context of Indiats development,
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SOCIAL SCI EN CS RESEARCH

592 INDIfii COUNCIL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE HEW:UE.17H, NEW DELHI: Survey
of research in geography. Bombay, Popular Prakashan, 1972.
3CCi V, 397p.-.

This is,,ths: seceridvolume published by the council in the series
of compilation of research.survey reports in all social sciences.
This survey. covers broadly the period upto the end of 1969 and
includes most of the research work published by Indian social
scientists, India.. Whore necessary referenCes have also been
made to outstanding research work .on India done by non.Indian
scholars as. yell. In this survey, the c.ntire field of geography
has boon divided into .nine divisions: 1) economic geography;
2) geography and planning; 3) historical gebgraphy; 4) human
geography; , 5) n

'.geographic
geography; .6) regioal geography;

7) methods in resoarch; 8) training in research
methodology; .9) :summary and recommendations for future projects.
These..are. further SUb-divided into 25 chapters each covering
a sub-field of geography. .Bach chapter includes a .select
bibliography, Geographical index, subject index and name indok
are given at the end. As a first step, this survey has prepared
the ground for debate on choosing new projects for investigation
and also indirectly indicates the senior personnel available for
guiding the research.

SPECIAL ED(JCATION

593 NAIE 3 Rg Thcliicatfon: of the: scheduled castes (.1965.66).
New Delhi,. indien Council of Social .Scienco Research, 1972
40P.. i -r .

.
Information. .has been cOmpiled about enrolment of scheduled castes
in all :types of educational institutions in India as it stood in
1960.61. and 3:965.66 in order to. examine:the:prosPects of development
of 0c:di:cation .aMong.' Scheduled castes.

594 3,P: Educatien-Of.,the scheduled tribes (1965.66).. New
Delhi, Indian COundil.of Social Science Research,: 1972. 40p.

Information has been compiled about enrolment of scheduled tribes
in all types of educational institutions in India as it stood in
1960.61 and 1965.66 in order to examine the -prospects of
development of education among scheduled tribes.
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595 UPMANYU V V: Gifted child - an asset to society, Qiest in

Education 1972, 9(4)/ 198.

The need for giving due recognition to gifted children in. schools
has boon emphasised. Children are categorised as
potentially gifted when their performances are consistently
remarkable and their main characteristiCs being ability to
1) generalise more easily; 2) recognise relationship; 3) ,comprehend
meanings and 4) think logically, The teachers should possess a
knoviledgo of correct methods of observation and of objective,
standardised, psychological tests for identifying the gifted children
in the class-room, The children should be helped to develop their
potentialities recognise their strength and weaknesses, and the.
educational set-up should create a suitable a'bnosphore of free
expression in the classroom. The edueational system should provide
three kinds of adjustment viz, acceleration, segregation end
enrichment to the gifted children, Thus, supplementary
assignments, project and laboratory work, leisure-time activities,
open.;.air -.sessions etc, should be provided fOr the gifted, The
other suggestions for the education of the gifted includes:
1) making arrangements in schools for testing children;
2) appointing trained persons in schools for handling these
tests; 3) providing adequate libraries'in schools; 4) offering
help in the selection of books .foreXtra reading; '5)
financial help to the needy among the gifted'and 6) providing
hostel facilities to those, who have no good' home environment,

STANDARD

596 AGGARWAL L Ns Raising educational standards, Education
Quarterly 1972r.24(1), 33.-5, 38.

Educational 'standard .isIvisualised at four levels: 1) projected,
2) expected, 3). reflected, 4) accomplished, Accomplished standard
is that of students' achievement by examination and other
evaluation tools. The norm of examination, question papers and
other 'evaluation techniques indicate reflectedstandard, The

specific educational goals, the subject...content, textbooks end
teaching material, mirror the expected standard,: The educaticnal
aims and the. level of achievement of students expected to be
'achieved at a future date 'constitute, the projected
standard, The accomplished standard is usually lower than the
reflected standard which in' its turn is itself lower than the
expected standard, The expected standard is lower than the
projected standard. To reduce the gap between the various levels
of standards, the examining bodies should tmdertake- the following
measures: 1) curriculum and evaluation reform can be undertaken;

nan..scholastic areas also should be included for evaluaticn;
2) teacher orientation and in-service programnes should be undertaken
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through seminars/ workshops, correspondence courses etc.;
3) textbooks, teachers' guides and handbooks, etc. should be
imp*ved; 4) research studies such as error analysis, prepara-
tion of diagnostic tests etc, should be undertaken,

STATISTICS

59 7 ATDERSC C A: Organizing Indian educational statistics for
action, Economi c . and .Political Weekly 1972, 7(45), 2250-2. _

By capable mobilisation of appropriate educational data,
building upon its historio base in .nationwide...statistics on .

social, "400. cst India. c& the way to some decisive answers
about the part that education play.p,or can PlaY.in .develppments:
cconoin1c, .pol I ti cal . cultural community Or soci al,. It is .

pointed out that India has extensive data. In some instances,
howevar,..only fresh tabulations, of existing data will open a
treasury of precious inforMation The techniques for collecting
information an all subjects are there, and there are the sampling
frameWerks for organising the collection of data on many aspects
of education. What is lacking is the spare manpower who possess
both the interest and the experience. or instruction in processing
educational data beyond the first stop of tabulation,

STUDENT INDISCIPLIN8

598 INSTIIUTE, ON; STUDENT JUDICIARY: AND ATc3DENT INDISCIPLINS,
UDAIPUR, IsTOVEMBEE-.19713

. ;EePort; New Delhi, the United States
Educational .Foundation in India, 1971,,'46p, .- .

The Institute was...planned to help the hostel wardens and proctors
so 'as: to. increase their competence in working with: stu.dents who
were a source of potonti.al or actual trouble on the.: campus. The
following are the contents of the report: background and plan
of the nstitute; 2), objectives; 3). progranune of the Institute;
4) pa.rti gip t S!. evaxipticri. of the Institute; 5) outcome of the
Institute. The,,appendices include a) causes of _student
indiseiplino;:1),.p3.ens made by the participants for action when
they:returned to their own universities after the Institute,

report on, student participation in university
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599 NANAR Ki Political parties and campus violence.
Statesman 12 December 1972, p,64 cols. A-6, 1200 words,

It iswelcome-that the Aducation Ministry has now taken up the
problem of student unrest. Among the causes of student unrest
and Vielence'.are i).the poor Socio.economic background of students;

ii) Prospects of employment after the' completion off"

educational courses and iii) .irrelevanceof educational courses,
*1 political parties contribute to the deepening of student
Crises, It would be better if political parties adopt a code of
ethics to stay away from campuses and _ their problems, More
than introduction of vocational or job-oriented courses it is
necessary to ensure an atmosphere where creative impulses are
preservedendencouraged and where a student does not become
embittered becaase.there is lack of appreciationjor the object of

his endeavour, Participation of .students in university affairs
even at the time of admission may help and s4!)may appointment of
the right type of vicer.chanceilors. Violence in the campus must be
left to the care of police and other authorities.so that law and
order-are taken care of from the start. The prerequisite for real
peace is yecOgnitien of the academic campus zip a centre of learning
and also as a place where tolerance, respect,:for each other's views,

and goodwill.toWaXds all are appreciated.

600 : PRADHIN M: How todevelop the standarop6f discipline in
secondary schools, Educational ForUm 1974 17(3. -4), 494..464,

The general causes OfindiCiplinein schools have beendiscussed
and the following suggestions made for developing the-standard of
discipline: 1) appointing teachers of high moral conduct in schools;
2) appointing full time librarians in schools to help pupils choose
suitable books that_ would guide their minds towards discipline and
honest/. 3) engaging pupils in- sports and science club activities;

. .

4) maintaining a.close parent-teacher relationship; 5) organising
excursions, picnics, hikingsetco 6) allowing pupils to take part
in school committees for acquainting them With deMocratic principles;
7)Ancluding-religioussCriptures in school text.bodks; and

organisingtnOral instruction in secodary schools,

601 SANTHANAM .Students and'pclitics, Swaxojya 1972, 17(18),

ActiVe participetien in-politics by stUdents'and indieciplinoamong:
them are regretted, Students should of course be acquainted with
the fundamental problemecoCpclitics such as values, principles,
institutiens,policieS and procedures of all the. political systems
prevailing in thewerld, Frequent Closure of educational institutions
results in the lowering of educational standard, The following
suggestions are given: 1) organization of party factions in schools
and colleges should be prohibited; 2) students belonging to the NCC
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or a similar force should be organized in every school and
college to maintain cliSCipline and prevent any kind of intimida-
tion;,. 8) the managements should refuse to, close tho institutions
while student indiscipline is on, for, the majority of students
axe peace - loving and want to pursue their studies unhampered;
4) while teachers may not be prohibited from participating in
party politics, they should ,be sternly forbidden to introduce it
in the school or college,

602 TANKHA, M N: Law and order in schools, Hindustan Times
12 November. 1972, pe71 cols. 7, 8. 1700 words.

Punitive approach to discipline, was adopted in the past, and
the teacher never made.. any effort to.investigate the causes .of
the pupils' misbehaviour. The entire attitude to discipline. was
determined by ethical and ,political ideas of that time. In
a democratic sopioty" there i s no place for 'autocratic behavi our
of the teacher, In schools which have dropped the dictatorial
approach, it has boon found that. the children .becearie more
respOnsive to leadership and demonstrated self-direction and
self-discipline, The various indiscipline situations, the .

different acts of indiscipline committed by different age-groups,
the different causes for them have been discussed. In active
discipliTle.iy--Progrann9 41:1 a school should place more emphasiSen
construotive rather than corrective methods, Organizing extra and
co-curricular ,activities, encouraging student participation,
conducting daily. morning assembly, grooMing 'senior boys to be
examples for. younger onos.aro the various activities suggested,

603 T K: Students= unrest in India; Bangalore, Indian
InStitute of World 421-ture, x.972, l'ap

After analysing causes of studentst unrest in India, the follOwing.
remedies have.boon. proposed:'. 1): -the..leadors of thoOght unconnected
with politicS ShoUld try to purify:public life by reviving:.the ideals
of self sacrifice and integrity; 2) moral instruction should tom part
of the curricula in schools and colleges so that respect for scholarship,
hard work and integrity can be part of their philosophy of life;
3) parents should be made conscious of their duty towards their
children "Whether in ichools or in colleges; 4) association of young
mein should be..,organised in order to:evoke a sense of unity or
brothel/1160d 31171gs:tr. the students; 5) the young student should be"
taught to make the beStuse of leisure hours;; the studentS should
be involved in n:ation4 servico, They should be Made aware of
coOmen: features ef Indian culture and civilization.
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TEACHER EDUCATION

604. MARKER' N as Comparative study of microteaching and conventional
prictice teaching of pupil teachers of geography method. Journal
of. the Ouj drat Research Society 19.72 34(1/133) 59.83,

Ti.estudent teachers taking geography method were divided into
two groups of '5 each, ono, experimental group and the other .the
control group. It was ensured that the two groups were
homogenous. Microteaching was applied to the experimental group
for 50% of the teaching practice while traditional, teaching
practice was continued with the control group. The final lessons
of trainees of both the groups were assessed, The i/d and I/D
ratios were assessed according to Flanders Verbal Interaction
Category System, The comparison of both the evaluation results
of the two groups showed an improvement in the experimental group
on control .group with regard to the five skills of teaching
by microteaching viz, set induction* stimulus variation,
questioning, response to pupils answers, reinforcement of correct
answers and closure of the lesson; Ad.option ofmicro4eaching to
teacher education in Bombay City has been recommended. The
advantage's of micro-teaching in training institutions towards the
improvement of practice teaching have been discussed,

605 1VIEHROTRA R Ns KATI* S Ns Teacher.education and social
change.. report of the proceedings ,of .the .first Asian Conference
on Teacher Education, BEngalore June 1971, Delhi,. Indian

Association of. TeaCtier,A:b4cation, 1971. 224p.

Besides giving an overview of the proceedings of the conference,
it conteins adresses given at formal occasions and the papers
presented and discussed during the conference, Theme of the
discuSsion haxhas been categorized in four sectians as follows::
1) general and social change - a) !modernizaticn and social change;
b) teacher education old socio-economic change; 0) teaCher
education and eduaation of minorities; 2) some issues in teacher
education «» a) in.Sercrice edu.cation; b) teacher educatien curricula:
integration; 0) innovations. in teacher education; :3) International
perspectives a) international cooperation in teacher education;
b) teacher education in different countries. The two
appendices t.d.vef the detailed programme of the conference and the
list of delegates,

606 MISRA A: Improvement of the quality of teachers. Bulletin of
the West. Bengal Headmasterst Association 1972, 21(6), 246-52,

The various programmes undertaken in India for the improvement of
quality of teachers have been discussed. The following suggesticns
have been given to improve. .the quality of teachers: 1) the content
of teacher education should be aimed at developing the interdis.4
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ciplinary character of education; 2) the pedagogic aspect of teacher
education programme should emphasise. subject content; 3) with regard
to the practical aspect of training each student should be required
to teach adequate number of lessons in two to three school subjects
under proper supervision of a faculty member; 4) quality teachers
should be recruited to teaching profession and the spread of subject*
in teachers? .colleges in each State must be related to the subjects
taught in the schools! -and the number of students taking a subject
must be determined according to the demand; 5) the National Council
of Educational Research and 'Training and the University Grants
Commission Should collaborate in organising inservice education end
the educators should possess at least double Masters degree and be
called to inserVice courses frequently; 6) faculty members should be
given training in methodology and inter-disciplinary research, the
standard of research progrprmes in education be raised considerably.

6137 MOHAN MATHEW, VIJAYAN K: Professional..training for junior
college teachers: the opinion of college teachers, Journal of
Educational. Research and Extension 1972g. 9(2), 83-7,.. 6 ref,

The study is based on the responses of 255 .men and 175 women

college teachers of South Kerala to an opinionaire, The
findings are: 1) though a majority favoured professional qualifica,
tion for high school teachers; only 38% opined that Masterts
degree holders should be given professional training for
teaching in junior colleges; 2) seventy ono per cent opined
that professional training would improve the efficiency of junior
college teachers; refresher. courses for new teachers ancl. educational
seminars were desired for improving the quality of teaching in
junior colleges; 3) though majority of teachers agreed to the
need of professional training, they disfavoured it to be modelled
after. BB &1. course; 4) Most teachers felt that knowledge relating
to individual ,differences, effective memorisation and motivation,
programmed atidio.visual aids etc, are essential for
effective teaching at the junior college level; however, only 7,7%
desired that the training course be conducted In BIrd. colleges;
5) men teachers were mere strongly in favour of professional
training than women; however more: than men gave positive
responses with regard to the need for the knowlelge of human
relationship for college teachers; end 6) experienced teachers
were.more favourable towards professional training than the
inexperienced or the less eXperieneed,
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608 SAIKIA S: Study of practice teaching of teachers-in-training.
Education Quarterly 1972, 24(1), 39-42.

One hundred and thirty four B.T. students of Gm:heti University
'were interviewed regarding their practice teaching. It was
found that the trainees do not take practice teaching very
seriously, Lack of proper supervIsim, .absence of reasonable
,number of demonstration lessons and failure on the part of the
_training college to insist on rules and regulaticns for teaching
praCtice are the main causes for the neglect. The trainees.

themselves offered the following suggestions forthe improVement
of practice teaching: 1) there should be roll call in, the
schools whore practice teaching .is done so that trainees are
compelled to attend ,the schools for practice; 2) a staff member
from the 'university should always attend the schools whore
students do practice teaching; 3) students should prepare the
lesson plans themselves; 4) there should be more demonstration
lessons; 5) supervision should be regula.r; 6) practice teaching
should. be done throughout the year instead of holding it for a
month; 7) frequent inspection and guidance from the headmaster
should be available; 8) the number of subjects to be taken by
a candidate should be reduced; 9) rules for teaching practice
should be strictly enforced,

TEACHERS

609 :
N B:. Strengths. and . weaknesses of a popular teacher.

Educational Forum 1972, 17(3-4), 25-42,

The strengths and Weaknesses of popular teachers worm ascertained
through the 'replies of the students of .10th standard and 11th
Standard to a questionnaire,. Fnalysisof the data revealed that
punctuality, impartiality, gentleness, frankness etc., were the
main faVoUrable factors determining the' popularity of teachers
whered.s irregularity, partial attitude, etc, determined the
weaknesses of- teachers,

610 HARBHAT L SINGH: Job satisfaction of teachers: a survey
of research, Journal of Educational Research and Extension 1972,
9(2), 95-106, 36 refs

Presents a survey of the studies conducted on job satisfaction of
teaohers, Factors studied under the subject haVe been discussed in
two parts viz, job variables and personal variables, The aspects of
administration, rapport with other teachers, facilities, salaries,
curriculum and students axe discussed under job variables, whereas
biological factors and psychological factors are dealt with as
personal vari abl es,
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611 KALE P: Career of the ,secondary schobl teacher 'in Poona.
Bombay, Nachiketa, 1972, xii, 157p.

This is an empirical. study based on intensive interviews with
105 secondary school teachers selected from various schools of
Poona arid also an other data collected from .various sources,
The objectives of the study are: 1) to analyse the organisational
structures of different types of secondary. schools in Poona and
to locate the place of the teacher within the organization;
2) to explore the relationships between educational institutions

and social class, caste, language and -religion based ethnicity
as they aro relevant to the teaching' career; 3) to analyse the
teacher's role in defining the situation in the class roan; and
4) to explore and analyse different aspects of teaching career
including the individual's adjustments and mobility patterns.
The problem has been divided into five chapters: 1) theoretical
franc: work of the study; 2) teacher and students; 3) the teachers
in the authority system of the secondary schools; 4) career
analysis. and 5) Poona teachers' status and role in a cross-
cultural perspective,

612 VEIRMA M 14 Job adjustment and its relationship with
teacher efficiency. Journal of Education and Psychology
1972, 30(3), 198-203.

The sample for this study consisted of 205 teachers (including
70 wanen) of classes belonging to 15 randomly selected
higher secondary schools of Ivicerut District in U.P. Teachers'

belonging to rural and urban areas, Government and private
schools and teaching different subjects were properly re-
presented. A checklist having 30 aspects of the teachers'
job was prepared and:supplied to the sample' \vith instructions
to rank. the-listed factors in order. of, their relative importance

to than and indicate the degree of satisfaction enjoyed by
than on each of these factors. The:data were analyeed and
also job. adjustment scores :of the sample obtained. There
was a high degree of correlation between teaching efficiency
and job ad.,justment, About one third of the teachers expressed
dissatisfaction with their job. Dissatisfaction with individual
factors ranged from about 20% to 50%. The results further
showed that .the factors which Were ranked relatively higher
but en which relatively lesS number of teachers expressed
satisfaction were 'social recognition, salary, opportunity to
increase qualifications, nearness of home and load of work,
No significant difference was found between mew and women teachers
and. Government and private teachers regarding job satisfaction
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TSACHING MSTHODS

613 CEATTEBJSS B B: Problem of individualization in education.
Journal of lducationand Psychology 1972, 30(3), 179-84, 6 ref,.

Though the requirements pi-individualization of education apparently
run counter to those of sncialization of educaion a good system
of education Must try to ircarporate certain minimum essential
features of both those approaches, A certain ,amount of

heterogeneity anong the learners being inevitable in a classroom,'
the oducatitnal methods have to be so modified and adopted that
i) individual learners aro permitted to grow and derive benefit
from courses taught in an optithal fashion, ii) the heterogeneity
present in the clags is made a dynamic source of enrichment of
inter-individual interaction in the class, thereby creating a more
positive atmosphere facilitating learning, and iii) the learners
are permitted to acquire skills, attitudes and competences at
:paces auited to each indiViduAl Individualization within the
group situatiOn has been accepted as the most scientific solution.
al!idvantages.of grouping should be :fully utilized only to the
extent that the individUals are fairly hqnpgeneous idhin the
subgroups to benefit from group treatment. Keeping in view
the cOntingencies.indicated by Kingsley and Garry (1967), the
following model has been suggested for classifying individualized
methods of teaching-learning processes: A. Traditional Teaching..
Learning Situations; B, Creative ,Projects; 0,, Leadership
Opportunities, Some such methods which also help the individual
to participate optimally in the'group'and community life have
boon listed. A fully spelt Out edt:catianal.psychology of the

individualization process has been underlined as essential.

614, MAL 0 St 'ANSA AHMED: Feedback from the examination hall,
....ajasthan Board Journal:of Klucation 1972, 8(1,2) 18-27,

The mistakes made in written expression by 599 candidates in
compulsory lhglish and Advanced Bhgligh papers of Secondary
School Examination conducted by the Rajasthan Board Qf Secondary
SdUcation in 1972 have been analysed under two heads - a) syntactic
mistakes, b) ,spelling mistakes,. The' analysis of the syntactic
errors reveals:that most of the 'students wore not clear about the
usage of concordvnegative expression and preposition, tenses,
question formr.gunctuation and capitalization, and articles,

.Thoy literally Copied their mothor-tongue (Hindi) pattern in Vnglish
co:Intonee construction also. The analysis of their spoiling

::.mistakes ShoW0hat the dOuble consonant rule was wrongly'usod
aind the general'. concept of past tense wrongly extended,
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615 3UPTA B P; On teaching poetry. Sducation Quarterly 1972,

24(1), 26-9,

The objective of teaching poetry at the school level is to

communicate the concepts of beauty and value. An experiment

conducted on teaching poetry with student participation has been

detailed. The first step .consists in the teacher's reciting

the poem with rhyme. ThiS makes the students appreciate the

beauty of. the rhyme. Then the teacher recites the poe again,

but new with marked emphasis on words and lines.. This

oxcarcise onablc...stho students to rearrange the poet's words

into a prose order ;and comprehond,the meaning. Then the poem

is discussed firsts stanza by stanza and then in full.

Students are provoked to ask questions. A deliberate attempt

to relate similies and draw comparisons with apprehensible:

situations raises doubts in their minds.' Students arc divided

into small groups and the groUps are pitted against each

other in trying-to 'find out the probable explanations to the

various doubts and 'queries' that are thrown up during discussion.

Now the stage is set for. the teacher to offer to students a
Clear explanation of the ideas which the poet wants to. convey.
This iii.abetter way of teaching poetry than to dole out to
students the theme 'and paraphrase right in the beginning.

616 RtGIONAL INSTI*TB OF ENZILISH., f:".H.WDIGAFIII: Teaching anglish

- notes for teachers in training, Delhi, Oxford University Press,
1972, 150p.

Contains cascusSion on the following topics: .1) principles of

language learning and.toaching; 2) teaching the elementary stages;
3) teaching of reading comprehension; 4) planning schemes of work -

a) introduction, b) teaching granmart c) teaching reading
comprehension, d) teaching composition; 5) use of the mother
tongue and the teaching of tronslati.SA; 6) tests and exeminations

J..

617 SALAtiikTUddi: Wducaticn of linguistic minorities 'and teacher
edubation; ;Wthication Quarterly 1972, 24(1) 1

It iS observed that the question of providing equal opportunities
of odtication to linguistic minorities has-not received the attention
that it deserves. While the 'policy of States to ta:dcipt the regional

languages as the medium of education is a sound mei, the neglect
of .the'claiM of minorities to have 'education in their own mothertongue
is regrettable. ''The case of Urdu-speaking minority in some of the
north-Indira.; States is Cited as an example. The following
suggestions are given with regard to Urdu: 1) Urdu medium schools,
classes or sections within classes should be opened as warranted by
the number of students whose mother tongue is Urdu; 2) textbooks for
students and guidebooks for teachers should be prepared; 3) teacher
training institutions should be, established where. a sufficient number

of Urdu medium schools already exist; 4) the State Governments should
prepare textbooks and other books in the regional languages as well as
in minority languages,

1,
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618 . SODTT Ii V: Classroom assignments . a constructive approach

to an .ignored teaching competency. Conbosoc News and Views

1972, 8(3), 0-10.

The classroom assignment is a potent tool in tho hands of the
teacher to stimulate thinking and direct learning among students.
Yet this aspect of teaching remains most neglected. The following

criteria should govern assignments to students: 1) possesses
definiteness; 2) romoves unnecessary difficulties; 3) gives
directive to studartst work; 4) attempts at apperception; 5) is
purposeful; 6) is personalised or individualised; 7)'eMphasises
on essentials; 8) attempts to arouse interest or to stimulate
thought,

619 '-411.11GFIA H S: Qialitativo improvement in mathematics teaching.
Raj asthan Board JOurnal of Education 1972, 8(1,2), 51.6,

It has boon -suggested that logical teaching be replaced by
psychological. learning supported by. an insight into the instructional
objectives of mathematics and 'suitable innovations in the evaluation
procedures, The salient features to be introduced in the methodology
of teaching aro: 1) the teaching should be such as to stress tho
structure of mathematics; 2) the students should be allowed to
discover mathematical relationshipS themselves; 3) the classroom
atmosphere should permit free and frank discussions; 4) wherever
possitilo, activities should be provided so that students learn by
doing.

620 SOOD J K: Teaching science through discovery, School Science
1971, 9(2), 169.72, 4 ref.

The scope of teaching science through discovery in schools
has been discussed, The intellectual activity in classrooms
shoUld bo initiated through the processes of science or modes
of discovering scientific knowledge. Discovery methecl/inqUiry
approach could be successfully emplOyed in helping children
to classify the objects, and to understand the interdependence
of plants and animals, Such activities would enable children
1) to participate in the process of learning; 2) to become
self learners; and 3) to organise and systematize their findings
The, teacher would be an organiser of learning activities rather
than a disseminator of information. Discovery -based science
programmes should take into consideration the characteristics, viz,
willingness to inveStigato, the ability to imagine procedures Of
doing work etc., of children. For this, tho science teacher should
create an intellectual climate in tho classroom, plan a sequence of
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learning activities, and help pupils in selecting activities.
However, it should be noted that discovory approach is not
aplicablo in all situations, The teacher should have a
knowledgo of various schools of thought in discovery learning

and a knowledge of psychological and sociological aspects of
discovory lciarning for employing discuvery m'et!Ind, The
activitios organised for learning through discovory should bo
consistent with tho: ago 1 o vol. of children.

621 VAIDYA N: Improving classroom, instruction in,.scicnco
through evaluatio-problems and porspoctivos. Rajasthan
Board Journal of Education 1972, 8(1,2), 43..50, 6 ref.

It has boon rogrottod that though much progress has boon achioved
in, the field of evaluation, it had no impact on the imp7ovoment
of classroom instruotion, It has boon, suggostod that science
teaching should bo basod. on Gestalt and Piagetian psychology, and
that no instructional planning of the convontional varioty is
required. It has boon illustrated how .classroom instruction in
scienco can. bo improved vis-a-vis evaluation.

TESTS AND MEASUREhiENTS

622 DAFTUAR C N, KRISHNA K Ps --Critique of Manifost Anxioty
Scalo, a pilot study in Coeducational and singlo-sox institutions,
Indian Journal of Psychology 1972, 47(3), 239-43, 8 rof.

It was suspoctod that the Manifest inxioty Scale (ItIAS) may not
be oqually applicable to moasuro anxiety levol of all typos of
tho Indian sample because of lack of sufficient discriminativo
power in respect of bcterogeneous sample. Tho samplo comprised
400 unsoloctocl malo (N=200) and female (N=2013) undergradtiato
students of both arts and science facultios of cooducational.
institutions (N=200) , and non-cooducational institutions (a girls?
collogo N=1001 and a ments .collogo N=100) , Tho subjects woro
divided into 8 groups and MIS was administered to than, Tho
following are tho groups: 1) fomalo scionco students of non-
cooducaticnal institution (NCFS) ; 2) femalo arts of non-
cooducational institution (NCE%);. 3) ,male arts of
cooducational institution (CMA);. 4) fomalo arts of cooducational .

institution (CFA); 5) male scienco. of non-cooducational institution
(11046); 6) female scionco of cooducational institution (CBS);

.

7) .male scionco of cooducational institution (CMS); 8) male arts of
non...coeducational institution (NC4A) Tho MA group had significantly
higho..it moan MAS scoro followed by diS which had again significantly
higher no score than tho rest. Sinco no viable oxplanation can be
given for those conflicting results, it is suspectod that MAS may not
bo a propor tool to difforOntiate Indian samples.
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623 apYra, R P: Rating scale for teachers for identifying creative
Potential. Journal of Educational Research and Extonsion 1972,
9(2), 88-0 4, 7 ref,

Presents a. Teacher Rating kale to be employed:by teachers and
research workers to identify potentially high creative children
in schools, The procedure in developing the scale consisted of:
1) representing the following traits of intellect and personality
on rating form: (1) fluency; 11) flexibility; iii) originality;
iv) high 1Pvel of energy; v) absence of repression and
suppression; vi) introversion; vii) independence; viii) openness
of mind 1x) tolerance of ambiguity, and x) entertaining
Opposing valueS; 2) preparing sixty statements pertaining to
each tr:7:it ind referring to the positive qualities and descriptions
of behaviour- that wore likely to be exhibited in and
outside the classroom; 3) developing a criterion analysis form
representing the above, sixty statements; 4) preparing a final
form of Teacher Rating Blank of 40 statenu?nts selected on the
basis of the judgment of 7 teacher educators and 7 school teachers
and principals. The items used for the construction of the
Teacher Rating Scale .nave been tabltabulated in 4 sets and the
method of rating has been explained, The' Validity of the Scale
hasbeen tegted

624 KUNDU G. Comparison of the Likert isnd a now technique "of
attitude measurement, Indian Journal of Pa3ichology 1972, 47(3) .
245-58, 16 'ref.

A now technique of attitude,measurernent called Factor. Dividing
Rating Method has been developed, This method has been compared
with..the'bunmated Rating. technique of attitude measurement
suggested tiS7 .Likert,. -The . following conclusions have been arrived
Ett tho now toolmi co hps cr un ac1c ti on al advantages over the
Likert technique; they are: a) it avoids the use et Juclann,
raters and errors arising therefrom; b) the total score of an
individual has clear meaning since many patterns of response to
the various items might not produce ,:he sane score provrded the
attitude scale with fewer items is not used; 'C). each score of an
individual .boars eitner plus : or minus sign whiah clearly indicates
the attitude; d) it makes, possible the ranking of individuals in
terMS!--.Cif-theirfavourable or unfavourable attitude; 2) the
reliability coefficient of the now technique. is 'higher than the
Likert technique; 3) the new technique can bo applied to the
attitude scale constructed as well as data collected according
to!.'Likert. technique, With some Chan.ges; .4) the scale construction
of the new techniquo is similar to.Likert technique; 5) method
of objectively ,checking '9'1,0 statement is .follOwed and it assumes
that the new teChnique.measures the:.absolute attitude; 6) like the
Likert techiiniquo, :the. final....pcore of a;respondent is based on an
algobraid awn of the weighted scores, L
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625 5.RIPATHI S N: Suggestions for adapting TAT for India':
conditions, Journal of Education and Psychology 1972, ."

30(3), 185-90, :.4 rof,

The Thomatic Apperception Test is a widely. used projection test
of personality, The original pictures of Morgan and Murray
have not. been. found very helpful: in the. Indim context and a
number of adaptations have been made by Indian psychologists
changing the dress and envirenmental setting, However, they
fail to bring forth certain emotional and social. ,.problems which
those very pictures evoke in the Austen n subjects, one
selected pictures in the Murray!s set which pose spacial difficulty
have.been pointed out and suitable charxges.suggested It has
been recommended that the area approach of Bellack should be
combined with the fantasy provoking pictures of the.Murray series
for developing a TAT suited to Indian conditions,. .

.
. .

626 ..licasurement.of self concept, Q-technique
as a method. journal Of Education and Psychology 1972, 30(2),
99.-105, 31 ref,

Rating technique, projective technique and Q.-technique are the
various methods employed to measure the. self concept as an
organised 'construct in its entirety, The limitations _of the
first two techniques have been mentioned, The appropriateness
of Q.-technique and Q-sort to measure self concept has been
discussed, .Theuso*.of Q.-technique is most appropria.te when
self concept is .operationally defined is .the cluster-,of the
most porsonFilmcanings a person attributes to the self, and
the ideal self concept defined, asl..the,self ccncept.which:the
individual would most, like: possess which he, pl aces
the highest ,value, for h.i,iself, .

. ,.

627 V E F I L A S K MIRKA P&RSHAD KAISI-1/1 P: Gossoll drawing
tests as a measure of intelligence in the mentally retarded
children Indian Journal of Mental Retardation 1972, 5(2),
64.8, 8 ref,

Gossellfs Drawing Tests (PT) were administered to 54:mentally
retarded children in order to find out the utility of the test as a
measure of, intelligl;nce,. Besides these. 30 subjects in the sample
wore' gi yen :igeguin =Form Board ;(. FB) ,test and the other
24 Vineland Social Maturity.acale:.(14148), The results revealed
that both 6E3 test and %Ma:have a high degree of correlation
(691) with GD'f and GDT could be used as, a test of intelligence
in mentally retarded children,
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COCATI9NAL AND TEMMT CAL EDUCATION

628 NR DEAR DJ: Occupational preparation of out-of-school
youth, Manpower Journal 1972, 8(2),.88-97,

. ,

Three kinds of programmes with educational bias may be
considered for the occupational preparation of 'out-of-school
youth', viz,1 i) training programmes for persons desiring
training in occupations.in which they are already employed,
ii) preparing youth for self-employment, and iii): training
programmes for others in trade* for which there is adequate:
demand, Before commencing programmes it is necessary,to
conduct three ad-hoc surveyse 1) to assess the number of
dropouts in selected areas for ascertaining their employment
status and training desires and needs; 2) to identify
occupaelons in which training programmes should be devised;
and 3) to locate areas for self-employment and find out their
vocational needg. As a long-term measure, an occupational
cell may be established to identify occupational requirements
on a continuous basis so that correlation between training
and employment needs is fully ensured. In conducting
studieg and formulating programmes, the experience already
gained by similar on-going projects in the country will be
useful,

629 WORESHOP ON SANDWICH COURSES IN TECHNICAL EDUCATION,
MARCH 1972: Calcutta, Technical Teachers' Training Institute,
1972, 62p, viii,

This brochure gives the papers that were read, the lectures
and discussions that took, place at the workshop and the
comments thereon. Following are the themes of the discussions:
1) Sandwich courses - principles and practices; 2) structure
and function of sandwiCh courses - academic aspects;
3) sandwich courses . organisational aspects; 4) industrial
training in sandwich courses; 5) my reactions to sandwich
training developmental aspects; 6) general discussions and
recommendations,
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AGE IND STAGNATION

630 SAP RA C L: Measurement of ducational wastage a review
of methodologies. Now Delhi, National Council of Educaticrial
Research and Training, 1972, 25p.

A paper .prosented at the Regional TrainingSeminar. on
Educational. Statistics convened. by the Asi an Intsti.tute of
Educational Planning and -.Administration at New Delhi in
Docanbor 1970,. After defining the educational wastage and .

ascertaining the ni agn tu d o theproblem inthe tai.an region,
methodologies used in. the .rogi on have boon reviewed and
certain su.ggosticnshave. been made for. improvement in the

othodologi G...S6.
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SPECIAL szari eta

ApRi aJLTURAL EDUCATION - II

A83 ATTI/iL AS Adu New concopts in agricultural education in
India, Ladhiana, Punjab Agricultural University Press, 1969.
xxi , 63 3p,
The book is collection of papers, The papers aro grouped under
the following heads: 1) perspective; 2) guidelines for under-
graduate arid postgraduate teaching; 3) role of the library;
4) teaching of physical and biological sciences; 5) strategy in
agricultural research; 6) research in agricultural universities;
7) arid zone problems; 3) agricultural universities and extension
education.

. .

A84 CONVICTION OF THE ASSOCIATION CF INDIfiN AGRI alLTURAL UNIVERSITIES,
2nd, Pet/TM/43AR, APRIL 1971: Proceedings, Pantnaga.r, U.P. Agricultural
University, .19 71, 36 3p,

The conventian was split into four groups: 1) general administratienp
including finence; 2) research and extension; 3) resident instruction
and 4) student affairs,: Forty working pa.43ers werepresented and after
diSeussien, several recanMendatiens pertaining to the following aspects
were made by the .four groups: I a) financial resources of the agricul-
tural universities, b) institutional evaluation, c). staff recruitment
policies and, proCedures, d) coordination o teaching, research and
extension activities, e) delegation of powers, f).membe,rship of the
Inter university Board of India and - a) pattern of coordina-
tion between the experiment station, college and department at the .

university level, b) greater flexibility in the working of ICAR
coordinated schemes, c) .freeeXchange of research material athong
different universities and institutions at national and international
levels, d) developing the role of agricultural, economies 'in agricultural
universities, coordination of extensien activiti OS of the
universities,. Cantre, . State and private agenciese.f),national demons-
trations and ,adaptive research, .0 extension literature and publications,
etc. 11) tyro -way Channel between extension and research; III - a) cc:mon .

examination, for .admission and .award.of 1CAR fellowships to postgraduate
students, b) desirability of evolving' a common calendar, grading
syStera and instituting- a system of pooled admissions,- c) evolving
a common core programme in all. agricultural universities in their
undergraduate:E.:ad pOstgradUate..degree programmes, d) uniform system
of grading,with iiartinulex referenCe.to multicampus agricultural
universities, e) minimum requirements of Staffi space and ,equipment
in the varicUs faculties. in an agricultUral university;;: ,t
IV - partiCipatien of students in decision making regarding
students' affairs,' b) closer contact between teacher, taught and
parents;': c) common trimester breaks, d) integration of curricular,
co-curricular end extracurricular activities, a) care while you
learn 3 chola°, f) placement.



A85 CONMTICti OF THE TiSSOCIATICAsi OF INDIAN AGRIaTLTURAL
UNIVERSITIES, 3rd BiliGALORR, MARCH 1972: Supplemalt - papers
presented, Bangalore, University of Agricultural Science,
1972, 101p,

The followinc are the papers included in the volume: 1) Purohit M L -

uniform standards of teaching in multicampus university;
2) Purohit M L - Improvement of agricultural education;
3) Atwal A S. Rducaticn for rural India through agricultural
uniVOrSities; 4) Sawant A - Hundancntal research in agricultural
university; 5) lhluwalia S S Formation of campus council in
each agricultural 'university; 6). Chauhan H S - Merits, and danerits
of quarter trimester and semester and traditional systems of
education; '7) . Chauhan .H purpose and role of trimester and summer
breaks,

CONVENTION /ED WORKSHOP. OF AGRICULTURAL UNI VRRSI TIES IN INDIA,
Lot LUUDHIIVA, FSBRUARY 19 70:. preceedings, Ludhiana,
Association of Indian Agricultural Universities, Punj ab Agricultural
Universi ty, USAID, 1970. iv, 274p.

The first convention of agricultural universities and workshop
was held at Punjab Agricultural University, Nine agricultural
universities participated; Important academic, financial and
administrative matters were discussed,' The delegates broke
into 4 working groupspapers were presented on -...specific topics
discussion were held and recoMmendatiens were then considered
at a joint session of all delegates. The specific papers and the
recommendation: are presented,

DURKIN/1TH R: Agricultural university in India. New Delhi,
United States. Information Service, (Year ?) . 12P.

The central feature of the agricultural universities is that they
bring. about an .integration of three functions: research, teaching
and extension at the level of the:subject-matter departments,
ReSearch, teaching and extension activities 'axe oriented to the
needs and problems of the fanners. The distinguishing features
of tho agricultural universities enumerated by the Committee
headed by R. 19,, illmrnings in 1962' (see IBM Vol 7, No 3 Abstract

No. .AB0) have been listed. The progress in research achieved
by the, Indian agricultural universities, introduction of.
innovations in teaching such as trimester system and continuous
evaluation, introduction of postgraduate work and its advantages,
the importance of extension services, sane of the extension
activities undertaken by the UniVersity of AgricUltural Sciences
in Mysere..have been give..
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A88 GAG D SRIVASTAVA S S, KELKAR M G Eds; Improving
agriculture education in India. Ajmer, Regional College of
Education, 19 70, 106p.

It is a of of articles on some important aspects of

school .1 evel agricultural education. "Community as an aid to
teaching agriculture in secondary school", suggestions for

improving day-to-day. teaching. of agriculture in secondary ..schools",

and "improving the quality of agricultural education under
internal grading system ", are some of tho topics discussed,

A89 GIEJTAI P: Growth of agricultural education, New Delhi,

Indian Council of Agricultural Rescarch, 1972, 16p

The following aspects have boon dealt with in the pamphlet:
1) developmart of agricultural education during post-
Indepon&nce. period; 2) reorganization of agricultural
education and development Of agricultural universities;
3) affiliated colleges of Agriculture and veterinary sciences;
4) growth of dairy education in India; 5) growth of fisheries
education in India; 6) growth of agricultural enginezring
education in. India; 7) growth of home sciaice education in
India; 8) versification and specialization in higher
agricultural education; 9) Ica and coordination of agricultural
education; 10) financial support for agricultural education;
11) current schemes of agricultural educati.on; 12) scholarships
and fellowships; 13) iinprovement of quality of education and
teachers 9 training programmes; 14) revision of courses and
curricula; 15) new programmes; 16) future outlook..

ADO ECONOMIC fliD STATISTICAL ORGIVIZATICN: Requirement
and availability of agricultural personnel in. Haryana including
agricultural. :engineers and veterinary personnel (1969-74).
Chandigarh, Government of :Haryana, the Organization, 1970, 72pc

This report soolcs to provide an 'analysis of the likely doMand for.'

and` supply of agricultural and veterinary Graduates and post..
graduates as also the agricultural engineers during the IV
ritre Year Ilan. The report also makes specific recommendation
for adjustmalt, orientation and reorganiZation of the existing
curricula at various levels.
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A81 INDIA,. JOINT INDO-AMERICIV STUDY TRAM: Report. Part I -
a method of assessing progress of agricultural universities in
India, New Delhi, Indian Council of Agricultural Research,
1970, vii, 128p

It was .thought that .a stage has been reached when it is
necessary to -develop suitable criteria and methodology for
measuring the progress made in developing an agricultural
university and in achieving its aims and objectives, The
Government of India set up a ,study team in consultation with
the USAID and ICAR for undertaking the study This is the
first part of the report of the study team which recommends
method for judging the progress and effectiveness of an
agricultural university. The method was developed and tested
at the Punjab. Agricultural Univc.:rsity and improved upon on
the basis of the experience gained. The following arc the
aspects dealt with in the report: 1) a broad outline of the
essential elements of an institution and to illustrate the
applicability, of this framework to a university that is to
serve the- rural society; 2) the essential features of an
agricultural university; 3) the methods and prOcedures for
obtaining and analysinginformation that will lead to
meaningful judgements regarding the effectiveness of an
agricultural university in fulfilment' of its goals.

FQ2 INDIA. JOINT IN1CLAMBRICA1 STUDY TSAM. Report, Part II -
the PUrijeb Agricultural University, an assessment of progress to
1970. Net, Delhi Indian Council of Agricultural 'Research, 1970.

153p,' ,

The Governinant of India set up a study team to develop suitable
criteria and methodology for measuring the progress made in
developing an agricultural uniVersity and in achieVing the
intended aims and objectives, The. report of the team is in two
parts. PartIis a.method of aesessing progress of agricultural.
universities in India (see-Indian Rdudatienal Material 1972,
Vol. 7, NO-4, Abstract No, Agi),' Part II is an assessment of
the progress dtthePunjab Agricultural University upto 1970..
The.use, of the method and prOcechiros detailed in the first part
has been illustrated. Recomeendatiens for the future are set
forth 17.or the cOpsidoraticit of university leaders.

INDIA, MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURS: itricultural research in India,
new horizons and perspectives, New Delhi, Indian Council of
Agricultural Research, 1971. 34p,

Agricultural research in India before Independence has been briefly
sketched. The three important developments which were to radically
change the approach to agricultural research and education in the
countr3i t00% place during the last decade. They are: 1) the establish-
ment of ae-rienitural universities in different States starting with
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the Uttar Pradesh AgricultUral University at Pantnagar in the

year 1960; 2) the reorganization, of the Indian Council of

Agricultural. Research as a central body for coordinating,
directing and promoting agricultural research and education in
the whole country; 3) the formulation and implementation of a
number of A1.1 India Coordinated Research Proj ecto in the
fields of agriculture and animal. sciences. The recent
advances in agricultural education and research have been
detailed.

A94 .MINISTRY OFEDUCATICti, RURAL HIMER EDUCATION
COMMITTEE (19 54) Rural Institutes, Report. Delhi , the

Ministry, 19.56, iv, 79p.

. .

Tho Committee was sot up to a) undertake a comprehensive survey
and appraisal ef premising ideas, institutions and experiments
in the field. of highor educa.tion in rural areas;. b) to determine

what 'op 04 fie prel acts and institutions should be encouraged to
carry .on, experimental work in this field; c) to recommend a
possible pattern fOr rural universities with particular reference
to i) .theaiMe, organization and content of higher education in
rural .areaSvii) its relationship to Basic education and soca:Mary
education, etc.;'d) to suggest. ways 'and means of making education

in the existing universities more useful and related to rural
needs and problems. Tho following are the chapter headings:
1). aims and objectives of higher education in rural areas;
2) rosor.rch, courses ,end services to the comnnraity;

3) adn.iission to rural. institutes' and examinations and assessment;
4) orgenizatien adMinistration 'Of higher edUcation for rural
areas; 5) financial implications of providing'higher education*

AO5 KRISMAPPA M V:' Address at the third conference .of Principals
of axtons;i:on Training Centres and Basic Agricultural Schools, Simla.
Now Dcilhi, Indian Council of Agricultural Research, 1956; 4p.

The extension movanent has a vital role to .play in the implementation
of the Five Year Plans. For thia; the Gran Sevaks and Sevika.s are
trained. at the Extension Training Centres. The. National Extension
SerVice Organilation envisages the setting up' of some 5000 Blocks in
the country by the and of the Seeend FitiQ Year plan, During the
First Plan period, 54 Basic Agricultural. schools were set up. Side
by side, 43-Extension Training `Centres wore established. To meet
the expanded need for trained personnel, 41 more Basic Agricultural
Schools and 18 more Extension Training Centres are proposed to be
sot up during the Second Five Year Plan. The training of supervisory
personnel has also been taken up more actively, Facilities for
training rural artisans are also being expendcxl by attaching 25 work
shops to the training centres. Additicnal home science wings are to
be set up during the Second 'Five Year Plan to train Gram Sevikas for
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undertaking programmes of improvement of rural homes. Another
scheme to be undertaken is the development of farm youth
organizatixis in the villages for which Gram Sovaks will be
given special training,

A96 MADDU G R, KUX,IC1.Rr1I D M, SRIVASTAVA J K, RAINA J N,
NAGRT V K, SI -UKLA P Teaching agriculture in the multipurpose
secondary school. New Delhi, Directorate of Extension Programmes
for Secondary Education, 1961, 73p.

In response to a persistent demand for good °teaching material for
the use of the agriculture teachers in the multipurpose schools,
the Directorate of &tension Programmes for Secondary Education
arranged for a working group of selected teachers of agriculture
from different States to work under the guidance of the Ohio
State University Tham of consultants attached to the Directorate
and prepare a handbook for the agriculture teacher. As both
curricula and syllabi are prescribed by individual States, no
effort has been made to make recommendations in these areas. The
handbook deals.with'suah topics as. principles, objectives,
accommodation, furnishing and evil-Anent, audio-visual and instructional
aids, preparation of lesson planb, teaching methods and cocurricular
activities,

AD 7 Model Act for Agricultural Universities in India.
(In Naik N O, Sankaran A, HistOry of Agricultural Universities,
New Delhi, Oxford and IBH, 1972,.. 245-.82),

The Indian Council of Agricultural' Research in association with
some Agricultural univorsitios has framed the Model Act for
adoptical by all the States, The Act consists of 9 chapters:
1) short title, extent and commencement of the Acct, and

.: definitions; 2) incorporation, territorial jurisdiction,
objects, powers and functions of the proposed' university, admission
to it, and "visitation and inspection; 3) authorities of .the
University, .viz, the Board of II anagement,the Academic Council,
etc, their constitution and powers. and duties; .4) the officers
of t!io university like the Chancellor, .Vice4hancellor etc.,
their PoWers and dUties; .5) research and extension; 6) appointment
of teachers, officers and staff; 7) .funds and accounts; ..
8) statutes and regulationa; 9) reside:ace of students, annual
reporta, transitory provisions, transfer of .certain colleges and
institutions' to the. university, etc,
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108 MUKERII Agricultura3.- education in India, a review,

Indian Farming 1965, 15(9), 15, 17).

The measures that should be undertaken during the Fourth Plan

period for the developMent of agricultural educaticn have been

listed as followt 1) at the primary school stage, agriculture

may bo a craft subject serving, only as a vehicle for general.

education, in the integrated pattern of .Basic education at the

primary school stage, agriculture may he the basic craft in

rural areas; vocational agricultural education of one or two

years' duration may be given to dropouts from middle and

elementary schools; 2) about 400000 students in rural areas

may be diverted to terminal agricultural strewn of vocational

competence in multipurpose higher secondary schools; but this

course should not be a blird alley; there may bo provision for

taking up specialised courses in broad fields of agricultural,

sciences in agricultural polytechnics; exceptionally talented

boys who canplete the terminal course may be sent for college

education after an year of adjustment course; 3) tho duration
of the village level workers! training should be increased by
another year to strengthen their knowledge; the existing

gramsewak and sevika training centres should be upgraded to

agricultural. polytechnics offering both certificate and diploma
courses;. fanners and farmers' sons may be given courses in

apiary, poultry, piggery,, dairying, etc, for self employment;

4) accent should bo on qualitative improvement instead of
quantitative expansion of first degree colleges; the duration
of the 3,8c, (Agri) course end tho curriculum should be
standardised throughout the country; 5) the standard of post-
graduate. education should be upgraded; .there should bo
integration. of research, extension and education, and
strengthening of universities to take up these functions from
Government departments of agriculture; 6) the funds of the
Government should bo channelled through Indian Ccxincil of
Agrioulture3. Research for dovelopmen. t of agricultural education;
7) 'agricultural graduatee should bo provided adequate
facilities for practical training in farm managemart after
graduation

.1109 MYSORE. DIRECTORATE OF EVALUATION AND mialpoi4ER PLANNING.
sOCIIL IRELFARE DEPAR1114.IINT: Skirvey of foreign trained personnel
in agriculture and allied departments. Bangalore, the Department,
1970, 16p,

The main purpose of the study is to ascertain whether the foreign
trained persens have been entrusted with that typo of work for
which they ware trained abroad and whether. their specialithed know-
ledge is being fully utilised in a manner beneficial to the State.
Out of the 98, returned participants, 64 were addressed and 55 (86%)
have responded, The data regarding the ago, experience and academic
background hatie been analysed. While 93% of the respondents had.:after
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return hold at some time or` other a post in which they could
utilize their training, only 67% could utilize the benefits of
their training in their Present posts. The reasons for tho
misapplicatlen of trained talent (33%) arc: reversion of
officials due to problems connected with seniority in service,
frequent tralSfers and aininistrative and other problems of
csoeranat:tale,

MOO NAIK K C: University of Agricultural Sciences, presalt
status and future projections, Bangalore, University of
Agricultural Sciences, 1971, 69p.

A summary of the achievements and progress made so far is given.
The proj actions for the next ten year period have been attempted,

. .

A101 NAIK K C, SANK ARIZ l.: History of agricultural universities,
New Delhi, Oxford and IBH, 1972, x, 296p. 47 refs

This is a revised and enlarged aedition of the 1968 publication,
Analyses the development of Indian agricultural - educational
and research - institutioris, The main objectives of the book
are: 1) to makeavailable a history of eduCatien in agricultural
sciences in India with reference to the. origin, development and
functions of agricultural universities; 2) to chart the
currents and cross-currenth which have Maited the development
of agricultural higher education` since the days of the British
rule in India; 3) to encempasS over a Centuiv the literature
of the controversy and discussion reflecting the Social and
material hopes of the farmers, administrators, educe:tors and
planners; 4) to bring into sharper finds the sensitive areas
of the problems of the teacher and the student where curative
measures sax: possible under the new concept and philosophy of
the agricultural universities; 5) to suggest new approaches for
technical assistance in order to make it more effective and
rewarding; 6) to provide guidelines for institutions building
towards maturity, The appendices include a) Model Act for
Agrieulturar.UniVersities in India; b) ',constitution and by-laws
of the Imerican Association of Land -grant colleges and State
.universities; organizational charts of some agricultural
universities,

A102 PATS, .AU, RATEN DWI PAL SINGi: Teaching agriculture in India.
,Agral Ran Prasad and sons, 1968; viii, 320p.

The book is intended to help the teachers of agriculture at the
collegesi secondary schools 'end extension training centres. The
following are the chapter headings: 1) agricultural education in
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India; 2) why to have agricultural education; 3) personality of

an agricultural teacher; 4) developing a course of study;

5) programme of work for an. agricultural toachor; 6) teaching
learn.tng procoss; 7) principles of teaching vocational agricul-

ture in 'high schools; 8) preparing losson plans; 9) teachors.

bohaviour and specific teaching techniquos; 10) mothods of
teaching vocational agriculturo in socondary schools; 11) use
of school farm in toaching agriculturo; 12) use of home farm in
individual instruction; 13) preparation and use of audio-visual
aids; 14) ruidance and counselling in agricultural oducatioa;
15) evaluation in agricultural education; 16) devoloping public

rol ati on s; 1'7) teaching agriculture at college levol;
18) toaching agriculturo at tho extonsion training contras;
19) agriculture extension and community devolopmcnt programmo,

A103 FtANDHAWA M St, Now-typo oducation the Pusa Postgraduato school

would provide. Indian Farming 1958, 8(8), 3-5,

The education providod at the new postgre.duato school of
agriculturo sot up at the) Indian Agricultural Resoarch Instituto
(LARI) at Now Delhi has boon doscribed. Tho prOgranme.of education
is under the overall supervision of a Dean of postgraduate studios,
Tho Doan is assistod by a postgraduate council,' The heads of the
various divisions of, the IARI -are responsiblo for the toaching and
roseare.h activitios of tho division, Each studaitis programme is
under the guidance of a standing advisory committoe consisting of
two staff ropresentativos from his major fiold and at least ono
from each 'minor field. The Committee guidon the students in the

choice of their coursos, Theprogra4ne of training is dosignod
to givo the, studonts a sound mastery of that respoctive fiolds
of specialisation, Tin acadanic years will bo required for the
aourso of M.Sc. dogroo and a furthor two years for Ph,D, degroo,
The courses are organised as cliscroto units or blocks of subject
matter, After the canplotion of tho coursos the students aro

given comprehatsive oxaminations including oral examination.
Besides, the students have to submit thes-os, If tho training so
requires, the students may. have to visit .the different Central
Institutor and substations.

A104 ROY M: Agriculture]. univorsities and the Government.
Hindusthen Standard 2 &gust 1972, p.6, cols. 2-7, 1500 w9rd6.

The first agricultural university was established at Partnagar in
1960, aid till now as many as 13 agricultural universitios have
boon osta.blished in difforent States, It is suggested that thoro
should bo vory clomp coordination botwoon the agricultural university
in a Stato and the Stato Department of Agriculturo,. The oxperts in
tho Department of Agriculture should bo invitod to addross undor-
graduate -stuclatts in ardor to appraise thcm of tho special, problems.
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of the State. Similarly the university faculty members should
help the State Department of Agriculture in solving the problems
faced by it in the development of agriculture. It is recommended

that a national institute may be set up to coordinate the
functicns between the State Wpartmait and the agricultural
university end to:provide leadership and guidance for all the
agricultural universities in the country. Teaching of basic
sciences and humanities should have direct relevance to the
developrnent-eriented agriculture/ education, and with regard
to the maintmaice of standards in the teaching of these subjects,
the agricultural university should have coordination with other
'.Iniversities in the State.

A1.05 SINGE' T P: For a dynamic agricultural education.
Kurukshetra 1972, 20(14), 4,5.

The key objectives of. the agricultural universities are to
undertake research-, extension, and educational efforts for
increasing agricultural production. The following suggestions
are given: 1) undertaking efforts for increasing wheat produc-
tion and for safeguarding against pests and diseases; 2) taking
note of tho'possible shifts in demand for rice from quantity to
quality of products; 3) devoting more attentia to increased
production of pulses, and evolving higher yielding and short
duration varieties of other crops which find place in the food
basket of the people; 4) adapting teaching and research to the
Specific local needs; 5) creating agricultural polytechnics to
meet the dernends of modernization of agriculture by introduction
of farm machine.; 1 developing closer link between the agricul=-
tural universitie. u.3 the State and, National Planning BodieS;
7) devising imaginative and effective steps to create new demand
and to evolve programmes of career appraisal and employment
generation in agriculture.,

A106 UNIVRRSITY OF .A.GRICULTuRAta SCI HICES, BasTGALORS: Vocational
education courses in agriculture., Zangalore, the University, 1972.

Tho university has developed the following job-oriented training
courses aimed at self-employment: 1) postgraduate diplana in
intensive crop production; 2) postgraduate diploma course in
poultry production; 3) vocational course in bakery technology;
4) postgraduate -diploma course in fish culture and technology;
5) postgraduate certificate course in intensive crop production;
6) apprenticeship course for mechanised farming at Daichur, The
details of the courses have boon givens
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